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Newest HIV tests provide quick results
University students
must wait one week
with older equipment
By Jacqueline Rabe
REPORTER

Students at the University who
are tested for HIV have to wait
one week for their results, but
there is another test that could
give students their results the
same visit they are tested.
Rapid HIV tests are simple
to use and require little or no
specialized equipment, report-

ed the National Center for HIV,
STD and TB Prevention. These
tests make it possible to provide
test results at the time the test
is done.
Therearethree rapid teststhat
have been approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
and are available for use — the
University uses none of these
fast result tests.
Matt Deters, sophomore, said
making people wait for results
when there are quick result
methods available is a bad
thing.

"I had a friend who had to wait
for his results and it drove him
crazy," he said. "Offering accurate results quicker is always
better than making people anxiously wait."
But making people wait for
results might be for the best
said Barb Hoffman, health
promotion coordinator at the
University.
"Some researchers feel that
the week gives those tested
time to reflect on their sexual
behavior," she said.
While some might spend this

week reflecting on their lifestyle, others might simply forget to get their test results. The
Center for Disease Control es'imates that at least 30 percent of
people who are tested don't pick
up their results.
As a result, even fewer people
know whether or not they are
HIV positive — two out of every
three U.S. citizens have never
been tested or acquired their
results.
Since the test is anonymous
at the University, no names
or phone numbers are given.

the delay in getting the results
would not discourage people
from getting their results.
"Yeah, it would lie stressful to
wait a week for results," he said.
"But if you got tested you would
want to know the results''
Hoffman said the Student
Health Center administrators understand that there are
a number of students who do
fail to get their results and she
plans to suggest issuing a survey tn rind out why these stu-

So when students fail to get
their results, there is nothing
the Student Health Center can
do to remind students to pick
them up.
But Hoffman said the
University doesn't have the
problems of Students not receiving their results. She credits
the impressive result recovery
rate to the good counseling the
Student Health Center offers
and students putting a high
importance on getting their
results.
Andv Crockett, senior, said

HIV TESTS, PAGE 2

caffiita
cat? you get?
Addictive highs, lows
plague billions, most
do not seek help
By Cassandra ShMar

ilrotin
It's a drug that seems to whisper "You need me to get you
through the day," and it's right
up in the big leagues with heroine, speed, and cocaine.
It's caffeine
"Caffeine is the most abused,
mood altering drug in the
world," said GlennaRufo, nurse
specialist at the campus Health
t enter, during the Brown Bag
Luncheon in Manna Hall yesterday afternoon. "Nine out
of 10 Americans drink or take
some form of caffeine."
litters, nervousness, restlessness, excitement, insomnia,
rambling speech and thought
patter ns are many of the symptoms caused by intoxication of
caffeine, Rufo said.
"As long as you have caffeine
in your blood, it will have some
effect on your body," Rufo
said.
Caffeine is not only addictive, but it also likes to hang
out in the bloodstream for as
long as possible, Rufo said. She
. explained that it stays in pregnant women's blood for up to

IHuxtritlon by John BukNumlt

BG's most popular
library is Web-based
University students
are visiting the library
less, library site more
By Jacqueline Rate
REP0R f£R

While more students every year
are going to the library at Ohio
University and Harvard, fewer
students at BGSU are going on
campus to the library—but they
are using the University's online
resources more than ever.
Chas Shramek. senior, said
he never uses the library since
everything for the most part is
online.

"Why would I waste my time
going all the way to the library
to get information that I can get
online in minutes?" he asks.
Access to online resources
such as Electronic Reserves or
Lexis Nexis has increased significantly over the last five years,
said Lorraine Haricombe, dean
of the Jerome Library.
From 2001 to 2005 there was
a 773 percent increase of online
resource usage. People visited
online resources 67,782 times
in 2001, compared to a drastic increase of 592,264 times in

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

LIBRARY, PAGE 2

18 hours, women on birth control for up to 13 hours, and it
can be in infants' bodies from
their mothers' breast milk for
up to 30 hours.
"You can have sleep disorders if you have a cup of coffee in the morning," Rufo said.
"You don't need to be drinking
coffee all day."
Rufo also mentioned that
people often don't realize that
they are addicted to caffeine.
"if you're waking up with
problems like headaches that
go away with caffeine, that's
usually a sign of mild withdrawal," she explained.
Like with many drugs, "you
start off with one pill, and then
take two or three," Rufo said.
"You buikl up a tolerance."
Many people, especially
parents, don't always think of
soft drinks when they consider
caffeine.
"When (parents] think of
caffeine, they think of coffee,"
said Mary Krueger, director of
the Women's Center, causing
many to nod in agreement.
Drinking coffee is also
thought of as a social event.
To many people, it's a daily
routine.
"It's sort of a ritual," Krueger
CAFFEINE, PAGE 2

Plant intends to collaborate
Swiss company
wants to work with
students on-location
ByDawHerrtra
RE P0RTC R

Anybody who happens to drive
past the University on 1-75
might wonder how a Swiss flag
made its way to rural northwest
Ohio.
Those people might be just
as surprised to learn that the
European-style building the
flag sits in front of houses an
international company which
has chosen to put its sole U.S.
facility across the street from
Meijer.
The building is home to Argo-

Hytos, a hydraulic filtration
plant based out of Switzerland
that wants to keep a close relationship with the University as
it expands its facilities.
Argo-Hytos paid about
$110,000 to buy the land at the
University's Technology Park,
according to Bob Waddle, assistant vice president for capital
planning at the University.
Work on the main facility was
completed this past March. A
second phase of construction
began in September, and two
more phases are planned.
"We like to work very closely with the community," said
Larry Gerken, Vice President
and General Manager at ArgoHytos. "Across the road is an

untapped resource for us in the
students," he said.
Similarly, the University sees
many opportunities for students, and faculty are excited
about working with Argo-Hytos
for education both in the classroom and through more direct
employment.
Lastnight.AssociateProfessor
Todd Waggoner's Applied Fluid
Power class met at the plant
for the first time in what he
described as a "trial" use of
their facilities.
"We hope this is just the
beginning of more work
together," said Waggoner.
"Their classroom is really very
nice, and they have industrial
stuff right there, and a lot of

technology."

Gerken is also excited about
what he described as a state of
the art" classroom and hopes
to make it a primary aspect of a
working relationship.
"It's been more hands on
because what we're showing
we'll just take off the shelf," he
said, pointing to the shelves of
parts and components that are
placed around the room. Their
warehouse allows students to
"go out and see how things are
actually made," he said.
leff Young, a senior majoring
in Technology Education, said
that the class time was mostly
filled by a PowerPoint presenARGO-HYTOS,PAGE 2
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Caffeine creates Swiss company sets up shop in BG
various reactions
AR60-HYT0S, FROM PAGE 1

CAFFEINE. FROM PAGE 1

said.
One woman in attendance
learned the negatives of caffeine
through her family members.
"I saw members of my family
going through withdrawals, so
I swore off caffeine," said Maria
DeRose, a women's studies
instructor. "I'm seen as antisocial and weird because I don't
drink coffee. People would be
like 'what do ya mean you don't
drink coffee? You're a grad student.'"
Rufo also explained that
everybody reacts differently to
caffeine so some people may not
experience its symptoms.

She said caffeine hasitsadvantages in many people's eyes.
"It's an appetite suppressant
and can be used as a diuretic
so that's why people like it," she
said, adding that many people
don't realize that a brewed cup
of coffee has 135 milligrams of
caffeine in it.
"If you drink more than 100
mg of caffeine a day, you will
experience withdrawal," she
explained.
Rufoalso said that while some
people may be able to quit cold
turkey, her recommendation to
most people is cutting back.
"lust start cutting down," she
said. "If you drink three cups a
day, go to two, then one."

OraQuick considered
HIV TESTS, FROM PAGE 1

dents don't come back for their
results.
While OraQuick — which
takes 20 minutes to get results
— is a good idea in theory, it is
hard for a university to switch
over to a new form of testing,
Hoffman said.
In order for the University to
perform rapid HIV tests, they
have to comply with the regulations of the Clinical Laboratory
Improvement Amendments of
1988 and with state requirements.
When a student tests positive for HIV at the University,
the Student Health Center is
required to call in a specially
trained counselor to talk with
the student. Because of this,

OraQuick's results wouldn't be
able to be released to students
unless a professional counselor
was available.
Hoffman said the University
brings in these special counselors because there are no professionally trained counselors
on staff due to the extensive
training involved. But she said
but there has been a discussion
as to whether the University
should train their staff to counsel patients.
Since most students do come
back for their results, Hoffman
is unsure if these 20 minute
results would make any difference in helping more students
to get their results.
"First, we have to find out if
these quick results is what students want," Hoffman said.

tation of the company's products.
He also said that the class
couldn't be finished as planned
because some students had to
make it back to the University
in time for 6 p.m. classes. The
class at the plant started at
4:30.
But, he was "impressed" with
(he facility and said could be
beneficial for students.
"I would think so," he said,
"l-'rom what I've learned in the
classroom... seeing it out in the
field made me understand a
little bit better."
Waggoner said no final decision would be made on using
the classroom regularly until
after the semester.
But what the company could
offer students for their longterm careers might end up
being more valuable.
The University currently has
four students interning at ArgoI lytos, and hopes to create a full
co-op program at the facility.
Students (hat stick to just the
classroom "don't have that seasoningthattakesplaceout there
in the industry," Waggoner said.
"By doing co-ops, they're in
there working with materials,
kind of a test run."
"It really puts students ahead
in the job market, and it comes
back to the classroom," he said.
Becky Kay, a senior who is
working as a marketing intern
at Argo-Hytos, said she became
familiar with the company at a
summer magazine internship,
but has become more interested in their field as the semester
has progressed.
"It's interesting and it's something that'll always be around."
Kay said.
"I enjoy coining to work ...

GREENBRIAR INC.
419-352-0717
NOW AVAILABLE

luM Difranco BGNnn

COMPANY PRESENTS EXEPERIENCE: Rich Harllett, an applications engineer at Argo-Hytos, helps to
teach an "Applied Fluid Power" class yesterday afternoon.
I don't regret anything I've
done."
Gerken stressed that students who came to Argo-I lytos
would gain valuable experience
in working in international
business — the company has
offices in Germany, the Czech
Republic, and Hong Kong —
and Kay's experience can attest
to that.
Kay said that she has been
doinga "bunch of different stuff
in marketing," including working with translating advertisements from German to English
for use in trade publications.
She does this, she said, even
though she doesn't speak
German.
Gerken said that as an
employer, applicants would
gain an invaluable boost by
having real world experience.
"Say you're going out for a

Close to Campus
2 Large Bedrooms • 2 Full Baths • Completely Furnished
Many New Features, including:
• Ceramic Tile Floors
• Newer Ktichens
• Newer Carpel
• New Windows
Starting at $295.00 per person (2 person rate)
www.greenbriarrentals.com

was also important in choosing
a location for its plant.
He said that "being very close
to the major highway and being
close to our customers," was
key, in that most of those clients
arc based within 500 miles of
the city.
But Piersol said proximity to
a University has always been
very important to the company
in building facilities.
"They want to be part of the
University," and be "linvolvedl
with students," he said.
And Gerken acknowledges that much of that desire
stemmed from the fact that, in
the end, he still runs a business.
"The ultimate goal," he said,"
is that we can train people and
we can retain them as associates of Argo-Hytos."

Librarians strive to boost visits
LIBRARY, FROM PAGE 1

Largest Selection of Two Bedroom Apartments

job next week ... I'm going to
ask you ... |and| employers are
always going to look for some
lype of experience," he said.
The na(ure of the company,
he said, also allowed him to
seek out students in not only
the College of Technology, but
also in Business and German.
Barry Piersol, assistant
lo the Dean of the College
of Technology, said that the
company has helped the
University in two projects — a
national collegiate electric
race car competition, which
the University stopped participating in 2004, and a hybrid
booster drive system.
The drive is currently being
used in the hybrid shuttle bus,
as well as a campus delivery
truck.
Gerken said that Bowling
Green's geographical location

2005.
Haricombc said the growing
use of online resources has had
an inverse relationship to the
number of students who attend
the library.
But Harvard and Ohio have
experienced different results.
Both universities have seen an
increase in both online usage
and university library usage over
the past several years.
Beth Brainard, director of
communications for the I larvard
College Library, said that while
some universities try and figure
out how to get students to use
the library and not just online
sources, Harvard doesn't have

ffi 2S

this problem. She even credits
the online sources to help students use the library even more.
"I don't have a crystal ball but,
I expect the online resources to
enhance the library's usage in
the future," she said. "For example, students arc able to come to
the library with the call numbers
of the books they need."
Ohio has also seen increased
usage of both online resources
and library use. lohn I .unborn.
assistant dean for public services
at Ohio, said just because students might not be looking up
research and checking out books
as much at the library, there is
still the need for a physical space
to study.
When a new study area in the
library was opened at Ohio, there
was a 28.1 percent increase of
people who came to the library,
Lamborn said.
"Give them a place to study

and they will use it, especially on
a residential campus," he said.
Rachel Smith, junior, said she
mostly uses lerome Library as a
place to study but occasionally
uses it for research.
"If the library wasn't there I
wouldn't have anywhere to study
in peace," Smith said. "There are
too many distractions everywhere else."
Tommy Yankle, junior, said he
is content studying at home. He
doesn't use the library because
it's overwhelming, and will only
use it as his last resort.
"The library scares me, it's too
big," Yankle said. "I don't really know what I would use the
library for."
It seems that many students at
the University feel the same way
as Yankle when it comes to using
the library — because as it has
shown fewer people are entering
the library each year.

COME
CELEMUTE KWANZM
December 6th, 2005 from 6-9 pm in the
Bowen - Thompson student Union Ballroom.
Live Entertainment AND Soul Food
Featuring: Sankofa - African American Museum on Wheels!
Event Open to the public
Tickets only 55 for BGSU students
and children under 10 - years old.
$8 for all others.

• Packaging
• Shipping
• Fax/Copy

• Pock & Ship
• DHU FedEx/ UPS services
• Computer Services

344 S. Main St.
Bowling Green
419-352-5042

For altyear Holiday S/iippina needs!
Nfl
CM. of thtttrf ZOO
-Salon TODAY

Paul Mitchell

Signature Salon

Cash, Checks, Bursar, and department transfer accepted
Tickets available at the Center for Multicultural and
Academic Initiatives 424 Saddlemire Bldg.
or The Student Union Information Desk.

Sponsor: CMAI
Co-Sponsors: UAO, Office of Campus Involvement, PEPSI, ECAP,
NPHC, BSU, BGSU Bookstore, Dining Services.
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IU FUNDRAISING REACHES $1 BILLION MARK
(U-W1RE) IOWA CITY, Iowa — The UI Foundation
announced the "Good. Better. Best. Iowa." campaign
had reached the $1 billion mark — a month ahead of
schedule. The campaign kicked off in January 1999,
with an original goal of $850 million to fund student
scholarships, building projects, and research.

www.bgnews.com/campus
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Trichomoniasis easy to cure get a

Wellness Connection says this curable STI is
less common than others in BGSU students
By Sandy Meade
REP0HIE R

Trichomoniasis is the most
common and curable sexually transmittable infection
among sexually active people
in the United States, according to researchers at Presutti
Laboratories I.I.C., a pharmaceutical company in Illinois.
In 2000, about 7.4 million
Americans were infected with
trichomoniasis, said lennifer
Ruth, a media officer from the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
Approximately 1.9 million cases of trichomoniasis occurred among people
between the ages of 15 and 24.
These are the latest statistics
available from the CDC.
"Trichomoniasis is fairly common among college students,"
said Dawn Flynn, vice president
of Presutti laboratories LLG
Flynn cited the results of a
study from the University of
Kentucky and Indiana University,
which showed that more female
college students were infected
with trichomoniasis than with
chlamydia or gonorrhea.
Barbara Hoffman, health
promotion coordinator at the
Wellness Connection, disagrees
with Flynn, at least in regards
to the rates of trichomoniasis
at BGSU.
"Trichomoniasis is not common, although we do test for it
at the health center," she said.
There is more concern toward
Human Papilloma Virus — also
know as HPV, chlamydia and
herpes, which are more commonly diagnosed at the health
center.

bers who think they may have
trichomoniasis or another STI
should make an appointment
to discuss their symptoms with
a health care professional.
Screening for trichomoniasis,
along with other STIs, is available
at the Student Health Outer by

Sometimes a person can have
trichomoniasis for years before
they show symptoms of it, but
other earners may never know
appointment.
they have it.
Two forms of treatment for
According to researchers, this
is because the parasite respon- trichomoniasis disease arc cursible for causing the disease, rently available.
Tinidazole, or Tindamax
Trichomonas vaginalis, is harder
as it is commonly called, was
to detect in men.
Trichomoniasis is one of the approved l>y the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration
leading causes of
in May 2005.
vaginal infections
SYMPTOMS
Side effects of
among women, with
IN WOMEN Tindamax are simisymptoms including
»Yellow, gray
lar to those of the
yellow, gray or green
other treatment,
or green vagivaginal discharge that
Metronidazol, which
may be accompanied
nal discharge,
include nausea and
accompanied
with a foul odor.
vomiting, but are
Men with the disby possible foul
less likely to occur,
odor,
ease often experience
Flynn said.
a similar discharge
If trichomoniafrom the urethra.
SYMPTOMS
sis is left untreated,
Other symptoms
research has shown
common between
IN MEN
both sexes include
»Often have sim- it can increase a
person's risk of conexperiencing pain or
ilar discharge
tracting HIV and/or
discomfort while uriIrom the urethra
decrease their fertility
nating or having sex.
as women.
rates.
People may also
Research has also
experience soreCOMMON
shown that in women,
ness, burning, itchmay
ing or redness of the
SYMPTOMS trichomoniasis
cause an increased
genitals, which could
»Pain during sex;
risk of cervical cancer.
lead to something
soreness, burnIf a woman is pregmore serious.
ing or itching of
nant, her child may
"The
genital
genitals.
be bom prematurely.
inflammation caused
Trichomoniasis is
bytrichomoniasiscan
preventable, espeincrease a woman's
susceptibility to HfV infection cially if students are knowledgeif she is exposed to the virus," able about trichomoniasis and
Ruth said. "Additionally, having other STIs.
"Sometimes physicians may
trichomoniasis may increase
the risk that an HIV infected not test specifically for trichowoman passes HIV to her sex moniasis. It's more common to
test for chlamydia," Hynn said.
partnerls]."
Students, faculty or staff mem- "If students know about tricho-

nioniasis, they can ask to be
tested for it."
A pamphlet released by
I'resutti lalx>ralories LLC. gives
imponant tips for talking to
partners about having the infection and stresses the importance
of both partners getting treated
for it.
But. Women's Health — a government sponsored Web site —
■•tales that just because partners
have been treated and/or cured
of the disease does not mean
they can't get it again.
The Web site advises people
diagnosed with trichomoniasis
to avoid sex until both partners
have been treated and no symptoms remain.
Trichomoniasis can also be
prevented by using latex condoms and water based lubricants.
Being aware of your partner's
sexual history and being tested
regularly are two other ways to
protect against this and oilier
STIs. For women, getting a pap
smear is simply not enougii
because tliev do not test for
STIs
One form of testing, OSOM
Trichomonoas Rapid Tests,
involves testing the vaginal
discharge with a dipstick. This
procedure is quicker and easier
than other traditional testing
methods that examine the discharge under a microscope
However, this method of testing has only been approved for
women.
Trichomoniasis can be treated, but patients must receive
the treatment orally because it is
caused by a parasite. Flynn said.
Editor's Note: Call the Health
(.enter to make an upiximtment
1419)372-2271. Orjnrmim'information e-mail infok'presutlilalis.
com.

life

sponsored by the American
Marketing Assoc.
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Miracle Cards Sale, fundraiser
sponsored by Dance Marathon
Union Lobby

calendar of events
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

8 a.m.
Kwanzaa Celebration Ticket Sales
CMAI Office & Student Union
Information Desk

Parking Spot Rattle, sponsored by the Student Alumni
Connection
Union Lobby

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Art Galleries: "The Poe Road
Public Art Project: Student
Proposals"
Union Galleries

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Bacchus/Gamma will be passing
out red ribbons for AIDS awareness
Union Lobby

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wood County Corps Information
Days
South Hall 204
10 a.m.

9 p.m

BG Book Gala
Jerome Library

11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Halo Tournament Info, sponsored by Assoc. for Computing
Machinery
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
BGSU Shirt Rattle, sponsored by

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
HIV/AIDS Info Table, sponsored by
Social Work Program
Union Lobby

Alpha Phi Alpha
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
DJ Battle Ticket Sales, sponsored

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
World AIDS Day Into, sponsored
by the American Red Cross BGSU
Chapter
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Air Force R0TC Recruitment
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
all Tournament Into.

by Zeta Phi Beta
Union Lobby
2-4p.m.
UPS Recruiting, sponsored by the
Career Center
Union Lobby
2 - 4 p.m.
Fashion Show Ticket Sales, sponsored by Black Student Union
Union Lobby

On December 1, 1955 it was shown that
sometimes, in order to stand up,
you have to remain seated.•.

Today, 50 years later, it will be
shown that sometimes, in order to
speak up, you have to remain silent...
THE SOCIAL JUSTICE TASK FORCE AND THE OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LIFE
WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE 1,630 PARTICIPANTS OF
SILENT SOLIDARITY 2005
.-

r
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QUORrXQUOTE

OPINION

"Any fool can make a rule, and any fool
will mind it."
Henry David Thoreau

S'I'AKK KDITOMAU SOITIIKliX ILLINOIS I XIVKIiSITV

'Out-of-controP? Not even close
Nod rnonih Congress is supposed to debate the reauthoriAition of the Higher Education
Act The proposal on the table,
which cleared the U.S. House
of Representatives Budget
Committee by a 21-17 vote on
Nov. 3, would cut more than
S14 billion from federal student
loan programs.
In addition, the bill would add
S5.46 billion in charges to those
who choose to consolidate student loans, S1.82 billion in new
taxes on student loans. As if the

YOU DECIDE
Should the government spend
more on education? Send an email to thenews@bgnews com
and tell us what you think, or
post feedback on our Web site.

outlook for student borrowers
weren't bleak enough, repealing
the cap on the maximum interest rate for student loans will
tack on an additional $505 mil-

lion dollars in charges.
These so-called reforms are
part of a larger package known
as the Deficit Reduction Act.
Supporters of these cuts argue
that they reflect a commitment
to fiscal responsibility and eliminate government waste. U.S.
Rep. lohn Boehner, R-Ohio, said
In a press release that the "bill
provides the best possible policy
given the budget constraints
facing the nation."
His release also refers to "outof-control government spend-

Finding a reason for the season
TAYLOR
COPELAND
Opinion Colttmnbt

here are the bathrooms?''
Allow me to set the
scene for you. It's 9:30 am. on
Black Friday, the movie theater's
busiest day of the year.
I worked Thanksgiving night,
am currently in the middle of a
double shift and am schedule to
work tomorrow night as well.
I'm tired. I'm cranky and I'm
still full of turkey from yesterday's festivities.
I'm tearing tickets like a fiend
at the front podium as I direct
the movie-goers to the correct
wing of the theater.
My string of greetings seems
endless, "Hi. That s theater four
to your left. Knjoy the show.
Hello. Theater 12. That's to your
right and straight down the hall.
Enjoy your show."
1 barely have time to get this
out as the continuous mob of
customers shuffles by, let alone
answer brainless questions concerning the whereabouts of our
restroom facilities.
"Where are the bathrooms?"
Someone else asks me again.
It's still way too eariy for me
to be functioning and the first
answer that pops into my mind

is, "You see that green sign hanging directly in front of you that
says 'Restrooms'?"
But my manager is standing
about 10 feet away, so I fight the
urge to be sarcastic, smile and
just say, "Around the comer to
your left."
The crowds, the extended
hours, the long lines, the
Salvation Army bell ringer in the
lobby.. .it can only mean one
thing: the Christmas season is
upon us!
I absolutely love Christmas.
Not only is it a time to spend
with family and friends, but it is
also a time to give to others.
So, imagine my shock when
my manager informs me that
the aforementioned bell ringer is
stealing the very holiday donations he is collecting.
It's sad but true. I saw it with
my own eyes.
I carefully watched the bell
ringer and saw him slyly pocket
the donations on at least three
occasions.
Now that's just wrong! Talk
about ruining the Christmas
spirit
Luckily, upon this discovery,
the Salvation Army was contacted and by the end of the hour
the bell ringer had been replaced.
As I thought about the day's
events after finally clocking out
for the night, I couldn't help but
wonder, what is the world com-

ing to?
Have we forgotten the reason
for the Christmas season?
It seems tike all that people arc
concerned with today is money
and material possessions.
But Christmas is not merely
about receiving gifts. Rather, the
holiday is based on giving.
Sure, Christmas may involve
caroling, playing in the snow,
writing Christmas cards, baking
cookies, putting up and decorating a Christmas tree or parties
with family and friends.
However, let's not forget why
we participate in these traditions.
There's no better time than
Christmas to express thankfulness for all of our blessings and
to show our gratitude toward
others.
Often times, the simplest gifts
mean the most. Homemade
gifts are usually regarded as sentimental and cherished for years
to come.
It's not the gift itself that is
important; it's the spirit of giving
and the draught behind it that
matters most.
So this year, as you prepare
your Christmas list in the midst
of the hustle and busde of the
season, remember what is really
important.
Send comments to Taylor at
tdcopeV@bgiu.edu

ing.

Yet the war in Iraq costs an
estimated $1 billion per week.
Congress passed a quick $62 billion in relief after the Gulf Coast
hurricanes. Don't forget the four
tax cuts Bush pushed through to
relieve the financial suffering of
billionaires.
And now, it's "out-of-control
spending" that must be reined
in. Where does Congress go to
inflict these cruel and myopic
cuts? Medicare, food stamps
and student loans.

U-WmCdummst
The Shorthorn
U. Texas-Arlington
Thanksgiving break has
finally come and gone.
This was a break that I
needed to get some rest so that
I would be able to buckle down
and finish all of my school
assignments when I returned.
However, I spent every night
of my break hanging with a different group of friends that I
have not seen in years, which left
me in a sort of perpetual hungover state. I really need a break
from my break.
But no. I must now enter,
sleepy and a little dehydrated,
the most horrid and exhausting
form of torture known to the
modem worid — finals.
Most of you have begun to
sense the terror ahead as if a
looming cloud of doom has

begun to form over you.
There is, however, a group of
students on campus who cannot truly respect the level of
suck that is about to befall them
— freshmen.
Freshmen, let me first say this:
There is nothing that I will be
able to say that will save you. You
are screwed like the rest of us.
Since I have been in school
nearly as long as Van Wilder,
what I can do for you is impart a
little finals-taking wisdom that I
have gained over die many years.

What do you do to
help you pull an
all-nighter?

CHAD PARRISH
JUNIOR, SPORT
MANAGEMENT
"I drink two cups of
coffee. That will keep
me awake into the
morning."

ADRIANNE C0LEY
JUNIOR, COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS

"I don't pull
all-nighters. I just
don't do the work."

1) Start studying now. A truly
dedicated student will begin
studying a little of everything
every night so that it all stays
fresh in your head. 1 hear that
this works very well, but I have
yettotryit.
2) Schedule a study group session with some classmates. This
can potentially be very helpful as
some of the other students are
probably smarter than you.
If you find yourself on a
Monday and you have three
finals on Tuesday that you have
not studied for, here are some
options:
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1) Pick your hardest class
— the one with the test that
seems impossible to pass — and
forget about it This will allow for
more thorough studying of your
remaining subjects.
2) Have an all-nighter. Having
all-nighters during finals is a
given. Everybody does it.
I have a few special tricks to
ensure that your all-nighter goes
as planned.
1) Caffeine! Get lots of
Starbucks or energy drinks to
ensure that you won't be passing
out prematurely. If you are not a
caffeine drinker, you are in luck
because drinking caffeine now
will give you a greater buzz and
you won't be going to sleep.
2) Take a cold shower. You'd
be surprised how awake you will
get if you jump into a really cold
shower for a minute.
Freshmen, I can't stress
enough how bad finals really are.
But chin up, Christmas is right
around the comer.
Think of taking your finals
as getting a really bad shot, but
then getting to have some ice
cream right afterward.
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must risk bankruptcy to get an
education? How does that help
the economy?
Or is it a country in which
the lower and middle classes
must simply abandon the ideas
of higher education, health care
and proper nutrition as prohibitively expensive?
These cuts hurt schools
across the country. They threaten the education of students
who must borrow an average of
$17,500 to finish college. They
hurt all of us.

PEOPLE A chance to work
ON HE STREET must not be denied

Freshmen, begin panicking now
ALEX
PIERCE

A great deal of our national
treasure is being siphoned off to
finance the war in Iraq.
Set aside for the moment any
doubts as to whether the war
is making the country safer, as
well as any questions about the
wisdom of embarking upon a
costly invasion of a sovereign
country while simultaneously
cutting taxes.
Ask instead: What kind
of country are we trying to
defend?
Is it one in which students

PATLANGEND0RFER
SOPHOMORE,
RECREATION

"I make sure not to
eat anything because
I always
ilway eat right
befoi
me bed.'

ABBY STEWART
SOPHOMORE,
RECREATION

7 listen to rock music
or something that
won't put me to sleep."

Diego's city limits.
This district has dozens of
canyons separating the housing
tracts. They are little hills teeming with coastal sagebrush and
rabbits.
U-Wire Columnist
Many immigrants camp out
Dtrih'Torty-Niner
there because they cannot afford
idl State - lung Bearft
proper housing.
This search to, according to
the border watch group's e-mail,
Not a lot of things manage
"observe, report and direct the
to get far beneath my
Border Patrol," is a wasted one.
skin, but I'm really sick
Fortunately, I've got a new
and tired of the people who call
idea that could funnel these
themselves the "Minutemen."
people's energies toward a more
They have managed to pervade
the news, promoting their ideol- worthwhile effort.
Instead of trying to deport
ogy that latinos, many of them
hard-working illegals trying to
Mexican, who enter the United
put food in their own mouths,
States illegally, deserve immewhy don't they instead target the
diate deportation.
legal, idiotic suburbanites?
Why do those Latinos deserve
You know, the kids who don't
such treatment? Because they're
illegal and that fact consequently have jobs, who loiter in front of
Vons, don't do well in school and
makes them law-breakers and
are likely to drop out of junior
evil-doers, persons not deservcollege and waste the opportuing to be here.
nity given to them
What a load of
at birth.
crap.
These people
"Instead of
To be promotsquander the
ing such shorttrying
to
deport
beautiful prossided ideology
hard-working pects of this
in the name of
prospects
American revoillegals trying country,
illegal immigrants
lutionaries, men
to put food
wish they or their
who died to make
kids could have.
this country a
in
their
own
Let us compare
reality, is a load of
mouths, why them with many
crap, too
illegal immigrants,
That nasty fecal
don't they
who either have
combination
instead
consistent work
really gets to me.
illegally or manage
I stand firmly in
target the
to find daily labor,
my belief America
legal, idiotic
who never had
is a land full of
promise, where
suburbanites?" enough of an education to attend
individuals can
college, much less
break the shackles
high school, and
of poverty and rise in society.
dont live luxuriously enough to
But no one said that was easy.
waste anything.
We are all architects of our own
Yeah, let's go after those culdestiny here. America is full of
prits — because they're here
promise, but it's a promise you
illegally.
have to fight for.
I do know one thing. I will
Many immigrants coming
never deny anyone the opporfrom countries like Mexico,
tunity to come to this country
legally or illegally, are fighting
and work, possibly providing
for that promise. They're fightthemselves or their kids that one
ing for a day's wage, fighting
chance for something better.
for a roof over their heads and
I'm proud to come from a
fighting for that one chance to
country that continues to give
have a better life.
that opportunity to people.
The Minutemen do not want
It's not an illegal immigrants
to give them that chance. This
fault his or her respective coungroup makes me ashamed to be
tries are in such poor and coran American in a country that
rupt shape as to not provide for
cannot uphold the motto on its
their inhabitants.
most famous statue, "give me
your tired, your poor."
In the sense of survival, how
This week's San Diego Unionare those people really different
from anyone else?
Tribune reported a MinutemenI only wish more of us, and
like group tried to raid migrant
camps in the canyons of Rancho especially those Minutemen, felt
the same way.
Penasquitos, a suburban district
on the northern end of San
BRADLEY
ZINT

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

P0UCIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be indudtd for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.
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E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attach-

ment to kamAfnuM
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest Cohimn."Only
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considered for printing, AD letters are
subject to review for length and clarity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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ASSESSMENT OF ADOPTIVE HOMES PROPOSED
Gov. Bob Taft said adoption agencies should do an
assessment of homes where a pending adoption
would mean more than five children would live in
the household. It was among a series of changes Taft
proposed in response to a case of adopted special
needs children forced to sleep in cages near Cleveland.

SWE

Outrage leads to ban of autopsy photos
Pictures of dead used
to fight drunken
driving now restricted
By Andrew Welsh-Muggins
IHE

Al GoKNs AP Photo
PAIN STILL STRONG: Connie Ayres holds a photo of her daughter,
Amanda. Her autopsy photo was being shown to stop drunken driving.

332 SOUTH MAIN ST. <ouroniVotB«>
(419)352-5620
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COLUMBUS, Ohio — Connie
Ayres lost her 16-year-old
daughter in a car crash in 1996.
The next year she learned that
a county morgue was using the
autopsy photos in a slide show
to help fight drunken driving.
Ayres' outrage helped lead
to restrictions last year on the
display of autopsy photos in
Michigan — one of at least 10
states to enact laws in recent
years to prohibit coroners from
releasing pictures or other death
records to the public.
The slides of Ayres' daughter
were shown as part of courtordered morgue tours for people convicted of drug- or alcohol-related offenses.
T felt like the government has
no right to use my daughter as
an administrative tool, as a tool
for punishment," the Michigan
woman said.
The new laws were prompted in part by a legal battle in
Florida over autopsy photos of
NASCAR driver Dale Earnhardt,
who was killed in a crash in

2001. Several newspapers
sought the pictures after questions arose over how Earnhardt
died and whether better safety
equipment might have saved
him. Ultimately, Florida passed
a law blocking public access to
autopsy photos.
Supporters of such restrictions say the release of autopsy
records could compound family members' pain, and they
worry particularly about the
possibility of gruesome morgue
photos being posted on the
Internet or published.
Ohio and Pennsylvania are
considering such restrictions
"My concern is with the dignity and privaq' and respect of
the individual and the family
left behind in a very unfortunate
situation," said Dr. Usa Kohler,
medical examiner in the Akron
area's Summit County.
Open-records advocates say
that keeping the records available to the public is crucial to
making sure that coroners,
often elected officials supported
with tax dollars, are doing their
jobs right.
"The overall effect is to undermine public confidence in the
conduct of the office because all
of its work is conducted, without
check, in private," said Frank
Deaner, executive director of the

Ohio Newspaper Association.
Some states allow access to
autopsy records, others prohibit
it. Texas banned the release of
autopsy photos in 1999, two
years before Earnhardt's death,
while several other states have
moved aggressively since then
to clamp down.
In September, North Carolina
restricted access to photos and
recordings from autopsies.
Delaware. Georgia, Iowa, North
Dakota, South Carolina and
Tennessee have also enacted
restrictions regarding autopsy
photos and other records.
In Wyoming, where such legislation failed lo pass, Fremont
County coroner Edward
McAuslan said that releasing
autopsy reports would unfairly
disclose medical information,
such as a person's HIV status
or medications, that cannot
be revealed when someone is
alive.
The Ohio legislation would
exempt suicide notes, photos
and preliminary autopsy and
investigative notes from the
state's open-records law.
But state Rep. Scott Oelslager,
a Republican and open-records
advocate, said he sees no justification for the bill.
"We should be erring on the
part of openness," he said.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES, INC.

Boy dies
after hunting
accident
McARXHUR, Ohio (AP) — A 12year-old boy was shot to death by
his older brother while they were
hunting, authorities said.
Noah Gillogfy was hunting with
his brother, Nick. 15, around 5:30
p.m. Monday near the family's
home in Vinton County, about
60 miles southeast of Columbus.
Monday was the first day of deerhunting season.
Charlie Stone, an investigator
with the Ohio Division of WildliU-.
said it appears the teenager mistook his brother for game.
Both boys wen- wearing hunt
ers' orange and earning 12-gauge
shotguns, Stone said. They were
about 200 feet apart whin the shot
was fired.
Noah, who was shot in the
neck, was pronounced dead at
O'Bleness Memorial Hospital
in nearby Athens, said Scott
lenkinson, Athens County euro
ner.
Once the Division of Wildlife
finishestheinvestigation.it willbe
forwarded to the Vinton County
prosecutor to decide whether to
file charges. It is illegal in Ohio to
hunt past sunset and for children
younger than 16 to hunt without
an adult.

STOP IN AND PICK UP OUR
2006-2007 HOUSING BROCHURE

www.newloverentals.com

PUT US ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST!

•over 400 apts., houses & condos
• pets allowed in some locations
•no parental guarantees needed
• no application fee charged
•on-line applications
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BURYING THE HATCHET... FOR NOW AT LEAST
German Chancellor Angela Merkel pledged yesterday
to put aside differences between Germany and the
United States regarding European concerns about
alleged CIA prisons in Europe. Merkel vowed not
to be blackmailed in her first crisis abroad — the
kidnapping of a German archaeologist in Iraq.

vww.benews.com/world

WORLD
Doctors perform
face transplant

Israeli leader resigns
Former party chief will back prime minister in election
By Ravi Nessman
IH[
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JERUSALEM — Biller over his
ouster as Labor Party chief.
Shimon Pens quit his political
In mif of six decades yesterday to
campaign for Ariel Sharon's new
party. Baying the prime minister
is I he best choice to lead Israel to
peace with the Palestinians.
Peres' defection was an important coup for Sharon in the
scramble by the major parties to
recruit high-profile supporters
during a political realignment
the past three weeks as the
country prepares for parliamentary elections in March.
Many Israelis respect Peres, an
82-year-old former prime minister, as an elder statesman and
peacemaker, but they remain
waryofhisdovish politics.
His resignation from labor
could contribute to the view
that he is a political opportunist. Pens also brings with him a
reputation as a perennial loser
at the polls who led I.abor to five
electoral defeats and lost a race
this month to lead the party into
a sixth election.
"This has not been an easy
decision for me, but 1 found
myself faced with the contradiction between the party of which
1 am a member and the require-

ments of the political situation,"
Peres said. "Without ignoring
the deep connection that I have
lo the party's historical path and
its members, I must prefer the
more urgent and greater consideration ... My party activity has
come to an end."
Under a reported deal worked
out with the prime minister.
Peres will support Kadima, the
centrist party Sharon formed
last week after leaving the hardline l.ikud, but he will not officially join the party and he will
not run for a seat in parliament,
where he has served since 1959.
In return, Sharon — if re-elected—willgivePeresa senior post
in his next government, possibly
putting him in charge of peace
talks with the Palestinians and
neighboring Arab states.
His voice shaking with emotion, Peres said the decision to
leave I a hi n was not easy, but he
believed Sharon was best suited
to pursue a peace deal with the
Palestinians.
"I am convinced that he is
determined, as I am, to continue with the peace process and
restart it immediately after the
elections," he said. "I decided,
therefore, to support his elecISRAEl. PAGE 7

mouth and nose are the most
difficult parts of the face to
transplant. In 2000, Dubernard
did the world's first double
forearm transplant.
Thesurgerydrewboth praise
and sobering warnings over its
potential risks and ethical and
psychological ramifications. If
successful — something that
may not be known for months
or even years — the procedure
offers hope to people horribly
disfigured by burns, accidents
or other tragedies.
The woman was "severely
disfigured" by a dog bite in May
that made it difficult for her to
speak and chew, according to
a joint statement from the hospital in Amiens and another
in the southern city of Lyon
where Dubernard works.
Such injuries are "extremely
difficult, if not impossible"
to repair using normal surgical techniques, the statement
said.
"For pushing the bounds of
science, they are to be applauded, as long as they have got
full informed consent from the
patient and the donor's family," added Dr. lain Hutchison,
chief executive of the Londonbased Facial Surgery Research
Foundation.
Scientists around the world
are working to perfect techniques involved in transplant-

Woman receives
new face after being
attacked by a dog
By Carole Bianchi
THE

»n|a NiMringhjus AP Photo

STEPPING DOWN: Israeli politician Shimon Peres waves as he visits the
soccer stadium of the Spanish club FC Barcelona in Barcelona,

ASSOCIATED PRESS

LYON. France — Doctors
in France said they had performed the world's first partial
face transplant, forging into
a risky medical frontier with
their operation on a woman
disfigured by a dog bite.
The 38-year-old woman,
who wants to remain anonymous, had a nose, lips and chin
grafted onto her face from a
brain-dead donor whose family gave consent. The operation,
performed Sunday, included
a surgeon already famous for
transplant breakthroughs, Dr.
lean-Michel Dubernard.
"The patient's general condition is excellent and the
transplant looks normal," said
a statement issued yesterday from the hospital in the
northern city of Amiens where
the operation took place.
Dubernard would not discuss
the surgery, but confirmed
that it involved the nose, lips
and chin.
"We still don't know when
the patient will get out," he
said. A news conference is
planned for tomorrow.
Scientists in China have performed scalp and ear transplants, but experts say the

TRANSPLAHT, PAGE 7
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Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:
Thurs, 12/1 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Mon, 12/5 from 9:30am-1:30pm @ Career Center
Mon, 12/5 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union
Tues, 12/6 from 2pm-4pm @ Student Union

The UPS

EARN wo
LEARN*
Program

Get up to $23,000*

Wed, 12/7 from 12pm-4pm @ Career Center

in College Education

Thurs, 12/8 from 1pm-5pm @ Career Center

Assistance!

Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm 9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am
Shift times are approximate.

Fot additional infotmation,
please contact:
Bethany Speiser
(bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu)
or Pete Ortiz
(shg1pwo@ups.com)
Or call: 419-891-6820

To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler
employment opportunities, apply online at:

www.upsjobs.com

1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537
Equal Opportunity Employe!
'Piogram guideline* apply

Greenbriar, Inc.

445 E. wooiter

www.qreenbriarrentals.com
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Death toll climbs after mine explosion
Workers have pulled
161 bodies from the
coal mine in China
By Stephanie Hoo
IB! ASSOCIATED PRESS

AP Photo

TRAPPED: Rescue workers line up in front of their vehicles before going down in to the Dongfeng Coal Mine
in Qitaihe, China. Rescuers worked in subfreezing temperatures Tuesday to find three trapped coal miners.

BEIJING — The death loll in a
coal mine explosion in northeast
China rose to 161 late yesterday
after emergency workers pulled
more bodies from underground,
state media reported.
At least 10 miners were missing, the official Xinhua News
Agency said.
The blast, which occurred
Sunday at the Dongfeng Coal
Mine, already ranks among
China's deadliest. The rising death toll highlighted the
dreadful state of the nation's
mining industry.
There were differing accounts
of how many miners were working when the blast occurred.
Initial reports said 221 were
underground.

The official attendance roll nomic growth," the group said.
said 254 workers were on duty, "This is really too cruel and too
state media said.
heavy a price to pay."
In Qitaihe, there was a grim
The number of miners missing ranged from 10 to 33, based resignation.
on different sets of records.
"There's nothing we can do
"Rescue headquarters refused about it," said Zhang Yaowu. a
former miner whose
to comment on the
son was killed in
disparity," the official "We need to
Sunday's blast. "We
China Daily newspawork,
and
need to work, and
per said.
the work is the work is dangerSome of the resWe need to get
cued workers were
dangerous. ous.
on with life."
trapped for as long
We need to
as 17 hours in the
There was no offismoke-filled
pit,
cial word yet on what
get
on
with
breathing through
caused the blast.
life."
"As coal mine acciwet towels and trying not to pass out, ZHANG YA0WU,
dents happen again
and again, and more
according to one
account.
workers lose their lives in the
The rate of large-scale acci- pits," said China Labor Bulletin,
dents is increasing, according "we have to ask how effective
to the Hong Kong-based China are these emergency meetings,
'courageous and extraordinary'
Labor Bulletin.
"Chinese coal miners are pay- measures, and 'strong determiing with their blood to support nation' in reducing the soaring
China's 8 percent annual eco- number of coal mine accidents."

Peres central to Israeli gov't Nations wary of risky surgery
TRANSPLANT, FROM PAGE 6
ISRAEL. FROM PAGE 6

tion and cooperate with him to
realize these goals."
Peres' critics said he was
more concerned with remaining at the center of Israeli
politics than with ending the
Mideast conflict.
"You can present everything
as a principle... The peace process is important, but more
important is: 'Where do I stand
with the peace process? Is
peace being done without me?'"
said Shlomo Ben-Ami, a former
Labor foreign minister.
Despite their differences, Peres and Sharon forged a
friendship over the decades
that they turned into a political
partnership as Sharon fought
attempts by Likud hard-liners
to torpedo his Gaza withdrawal plan. Sharon has said Israel
would have to leave parts of the
West Bank — while maintain-

ing major settlement blocs — in
any final peace deal with the
Palestinians.
Yossi Beilin, a former Peres ally
who now leads the dovish Yahad
Party, said Sharon has never given
Peres much authority in past alliances and he doubted Sharon
was interested in pursuing a real
peace deal with the Palestinians.
"In my view, joining Sharon
for the peace camp, for anybody
from the peace camp, is a big, big,
big mistake," he said.
Peres has been a major figure
in Israel since the country's creation in 1948, when he was a
young aide to founding Prime
Minister David Ben Gurion. He
helped create the framework
for the Israeli army, developed
Israel's nuclear capacity in the
1950S and was a key player in the
Israeli-Palestinian peace process
in the 1990s.
"He's been in politics ever since
Truman threw the bomb on

Hiroshima," Ben-Ami told The
Associated Press.
Peres is feted abroad as a statesman, and shared the 1994 Nobel
Peace Prize with Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin and Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat.
But at home, he is renowned
for his multiple electoral defeats.
He served three brief stints as
prime minister, twice replacing
Rabin and once as part of a rotation agreement with a hard-line
rival after a deadlocked election.
He also lost a parliamentary
vote for the country's ceremonial
presidency, an office that would
have given him a dignified exit
from politics.
In another shocking defeat,,
this month Peres lost the Labor
Party primary to union leader
Amir Peretz, who immediately
began working to rejuvenate the
party. Peretz's moves appear to
be working, according to a series
of favorable polls.
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ing faces. Today's best treatments leave many people with
facial disfigurement and scar
tissue that doesn't look or move
like natural skin.
A complete face transplant,
which involves applying a sheet
of skin in one operation, has
never been done before. The
procedure is complex, but uses
standard surgical techniques.
Critics say the surgery is too
risky for something that is not a
matter of life or death, as regular
organ transplants are.
The main worry for both a
full face transplant and a partial
effort is organ rejection, causing
the skin to slough off.
"It is not clear whether an
individual could be left worse
off in the event that a face transplant failed," said Dr. Stephen
Wigmore, chair of the ethics committee of the British
Transplantation Society.

Complications also include ing for the right candidate,"
infections that turn the new which she described as "severely
face black and require a second disfigured patients which have
transplant or reconstruction already had the conventional
with skin grafts, perhaps even treatment" and for whom a
one or two years later. Drugs to transplant is the last chance.
Dubeniard. who is also a lawprevent rejection are needed for
life and raise the risk of kidney maker in France's lower house of
parliament, collaboratdamage and cancer.
ed in the operation with
Such concerns have
theAmicnshospital'sDr.
delayed British plans
Bernard Devauchelle.
to attempt the operaWeekly news magazine
tion. In Prance, ethics
Le Point reported that
authorities rejected
the recipient lives in
an application to try a
Valenciennes, in northfull face transplant last
east France, and that
year, but left the door
open for a partial pro- JEAN-MICHEL the donor's facial organs
were removed in a hoscedure involving the
DUBERNARD
pital In lille, about HO
mouth and nose.
miles from where the
In the United States,
the Cleveland Clinic is among transplant was performed.
In 1976, Dubernard perthose planning to attempt a face
formed Europe's first pancreas
transplant.
The French surgery "doesn't transplant. 1 le also led the team
change our plans," said that performed the world's first
Cleveland surgeon Dr. Maria double forearm transplant in
Siemionow. "We are really look- Ianuary2000.
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Academics and napping swap times
Abandoning Friday
classes a new trend

Weekend exams a norm at Ball
State despite student criticism
Student government
supports eliminating
finals on Saturdays
By Emily Ortman I Erin Moody
u WIRE

MUNCIE, Ind. — While Ball
StateUniversity'sacademic calendar for 2006-07 has heen set,
it does not include the elimination of Saturday finals, which
was supported by University
Senate and the Student
Government Association.
"We're in a bit of pickle with
the calendar because we're
aware of the need to address
the Saturday finals issue," said
Deb Balogh. interim provost
and vice president of academic
affairs, "but you can't really
address that without addressing the calendar more broadly"
The elimination of Saturday
finals could not be ready for
next year's calendar because
there was not enough time to
arrange it. Balogh said.
"We asked the Senate to take
a comprehensive look at the
calendar and make recommendations," she said.
Balogh said she hoped
University Senate would discuss the up and down sides of
each recommendation.
"I think that the bottom line
for Academic Affairs is we don't
cut instructional days," Balogh
said. "Beyond that. I think that

any kind of creative solution
the group can come up with
would be entertained."
The number of required
instructional days is determined by several issues,
including accreditation and
the Board of Trustees' policy,
Balogh said.
Any plan thought up by
University Senate will need
to consider the effects on different groups of students, she
said.
"The Senate is very sensitive to students' concerns, so
the student arm of the Senate
might also be asked to weigh in
on this," Balogh said.
SGA President Steve Geraci
originally proposed moving
Fall Break to the same week as
Thanksgiving Break.
"The University Senate
has asked us to look into the
accreditation impact and come
up with proposals," Geraci
said, "but I think that's a step
in the wrong direction. I came
up with a good, strong proposal last year that was defeated
without agood reason. It seems
like they are going to start the
process over again."
Geraci said the elimination
of Saturday finals was the SGA
administration's top priority
for the remainder of the term.
"It's something we worked
really hard on, and it seems
like we are being held up by the
administration," he said.

GRADUATE
UPPER LEVEL HOUSING
Studio Apartments Available
(or Fall 8i Spring Semesters, or Entire Year
•
•
•
•

Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Fully furnished
Stove, refrlg, microwave, 25" TV

laundry facilities
close to campus
full cable- $20/mo.

individual heat/AC
outdoor pool
plenty of parking

BUCKEYE STUDIOS

Colleges offer fewer
Friday classes due
to low attendance

Fewer students visit the
Jerome Library because a
majority of materials are
available online.
BGS MOST POPULAR
LIBRARY IS WEB-BASED;
PAGE1

By Amanda Barrett

President
|o Ann Gora
said she wasn't very
involved in the calendar
process; however, she was in
support of the elimination of
Saturday finals.
"It hasn't died, and we haven't
forgotten about it," Gora said.
"We just don't know how to
doit."
The solution Gora prefers is
to not have Fall Break and to
add an instructional day to the
Fall Semester, she said.
Balogh said she hoped
University Senate will offer

some
solutions
by the end of
Spring Semester.
Geraci said he is
doubtful.
"Nothing about this process
has given me a reason to be
optimistic about a timetable
since the First proposal was in
2001," he said.

'Cut and paste^ Internet plagiarism soars
By Michael Shaw
KIT

Don McCabe has surveyed
45,000 of America's college students over the past three years,
asking them to come clean about
whether they cheat on tests and
term papers.
Many cheaters in theclassroom

are surprisingly honest in the surveys, said McCabe, the founder of
the Center for Academic Integrity
and a foremost authority on academic fraud. About 37 percent
have admitted to what's called
"cut-and-paste" plagiarism, the
practice of creating term papers
by copying information available
over the Internet.

2 FREE GYROS!

www b jckeveipnandsludios corn
1740 E. Wooster (befilnd Flickers)
Bowling Green, OH
419-352-1520

Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE!
www souttukta com • 419 352 8639

E»p 12 20 05

MMMiait"

" Wh*r* The Party Sta

».iouth*ide6 com • 419 352.8639

and get

.
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KENT, Ohio — Friday usually
means a few more empty desks
in associate professor Deborah
Smith's 9:55 a.m. Introduction
to Formal Logic class.
"Monday and Wednesday
classes are about the same, but
there is a definite drop-off on
Friday," she said.
And the vacant seats in
Smith's Friday class are indicative of a national trend.
Many colleges and universities are offering fewer
classes on Friday, according
to research done by The New
York Times.
Indiana University offers
40 percent fewer classes on
Friday, while the Arizona State
University and the University
of California, Irvine offer
50 percent fewer classes on
Friday.
One of the reasons for the
decline in Friday classes may
be increasing outside activities
by students, according to the
National Center for Education
Statistics.
In 1970, about 36 percent of
full-time college students were
employed compared to 46 percent in 2003.
David Priestley, freshman

industrial technology major,
said his one class on Friday
interferes with his free time.
"I work on the weekends," he
said. "So, I would like to have at
least one day to myself."
Laurie Petric, middle childhood education major, has
four classes on Friday and said
she doesn't mind end-of-theweek courses.
"I stay on campus most of
the time," she said. "Friday is
just another day for me."
Smith said she tries to
increase Friday attendance by
taking attendance and giving
quizzes and tests on Friday.
"If someone misses more
than six classes they automatically fail," she said. "Even doing
that doesn't always work."
However, not all the departments at Kent State University
have noticed decreasing attendance in Friday classes.
Mathematics
professor
Frank Smith, who has taught
at Kent State since 1969, said
attendance in his classes hasn't
decreased through the years.
"I haven't noticed any
change," he said. "I don't take
attendance, but I look around
the room, and I notice who's
there and who's not, and I don't
see a change no matter what
day of the week it is."
There is a need for Friday
classes because not all courses can Fit into a four-day time
frame, Deborah Smith said.

BGSU Credit?
Enroll in the National Student Exchange!

"It's becoming a pervasive
problem," said McCabe, a professor of management and global business at Rutgers Business
School in New Jersey. "It happens a lot in last-minute situations. The paper isn't done, and
it's the night before it's due. If
they don't get caught, it's tempting to do it again."
University authorities consider
this practice to be a violation of
conduct codes, and the penalty
can range from a failing grade on
an assignment to expulsion.
David Hoffman, assistant dean
of student affairs at Truman State
University in Kirksville, Ma, said
it's important for faculty to root
out cheating.
"I don't want my surgeon, my
structural engineer, my airline
pilot thinking it's OK to cut corners," he said.
It's not just deans who are concerned about academic fraud.
In a case filed not too far from
St Louis, a student is battling a

Carbondale, III., company that
she says offered her essay for sale
online without permission. Such
businesses are known as "paper
mills." As with cut-and-paste
plagiarism, it's out of bounds for
students to use them.
The suit, filed in August in
U.S. District Court in Benton. 111.,
accuses business owner Rusty
Carroll, his company, R2C2 Inc.,
and the Internet company that
hosts his Web site of violating
copyright laws.
The plaintiff is a graduate
student named Blue Macellari,
who is enrolled in a joint program offered by Duke and Johns
Hopkins universities. According
to the suit, a friend entered her
name into the Google search
engine, and the results turned
up a paper Macellari had written
and posted online while finishing
undergraduate studies in South
Africa. The paper had been available after the payment of a registration fee at several Web sites.

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2006-2007
SCHOOL YEAR
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)
» Listings available tor Spring Semester 2006 »

Attend one out of 177 colleges in the U.S. for up to one academic year while paying BGSU tuition!
No out-of-state-fees. Credits Transfer. Explore West Coast, Midwest, East Coast, South.
The National Student Exchange Information Session
314 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Friday, December 2nd, 2:30 pm
Wednesday, January ll,h, 3:00 pm
For more details, Contact the NSE Program at 2-7944 or e-mail vfaley@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30
Sat 8:30- 4:30

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
310 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260

www.Johnnewloverealestate.com
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Virtual^ c%K£i Cr\tA? 05
Great Holiday Gift Idea

with Great Savings!!!
AMD 2500+,
256MB, 40GHD,
CDRW-DVD
Drive/Hi Speed
Ready
Only $399.99

STUDENTS!
Norton Anti- Vim
2006 for just $29.99!
(A $20 Savings!)
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• Receive $150.00 off In-Stock Laptops
'10% off »ny PC Component
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Bar & Grill
BG's Best Kept Secret"
419-352 8228

2 B|& Screens
4 Pool Tables,
-Mecjatouch
-Golden Tee

fe

Mon. *2.00 Wings
located at
♦1.50 Powestic Praft
Woodland Mall
Q (free shuttle smieljgj
Free Pool Night!
Tues. M.50 Cans
♦.99 Taco Night
Sat. 52.50 Stoli Bombs
»2.50 Cherry Bombs
Wed: *2.50 Shot Special
Thurs: M.75 Powestic Pottles Sun: \75 1 Ooz Pomestic Praf ts
1/2 off Appetizers
♦9.95 Prime Rib Special
4
Breakfast Buffet
ri:
2.50 Jager Bombs

; 1234 N. Main St. («12S),
(owSng Green

Anchor Stores
419-352-9412
FJder-Beerman, 419-352-3196
Dunham's Sports, 419-353-0470
Ufetyles fof Ladies OntyFrtness, Tanning. Retail Shop, 419-354-5239
Sears.419-353-6000

Apparel/Shoes/Accessories
Aunt Pafs Bridal, 419-353-7711
Famous Footwear, 419-35W229
Fasnn Scene, 419-354-6459
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Register in front of the store from 10AM-11:30 AM to wina chance to
grab everything you can hold in 60 seconds and we'll pay the bill!

419-3544447
www.woodlandtccom

Books/Candy/Cards/Gifts

The first 50 students to show their college ID beginning at 10 AM.
Get one pass through the breakfast buffet. (All others can buy one pass
through the buffet for only $3.75 with ID from 10 am-1 pm)
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Buy one movie ticket and get 1 FREE! (from 11 AM - 6 PM)

OTMrrR $R£AT OfftrRS/
• Free Gift Wrapping at our Customer Service Booth
•1/2 Price Santa Photos
• Special Sales, Events, and Fun in all our Stores!
• Entertainment in the Food Court
All with your BGSU Student ID!

WakJenBooks, 419-354-1397
In Good laste, 419-354-2170
Timeless Treasures/Gifts from the Heart. 419-352-8951

Entertainment/Music/Sound
CMMAM USA- 5 Screens- All New Releases,
Call 419-354-0558
Sam Goody, 419-352-6330
Ptayfaw Arcade

Pfc^Ef 5HUTTL£ TO
TH£ WOOPLArvJP MALL
On B.G.City School Buses, 9:30 am - 6 pm
Pickup points at Mercer Rd. & Wooster St.,
Wooster St.. & Thurstin,and Thurstin & Ridge St.

FUSo Shade419 352-5727

Cafe Court
JavaOasH

TheOvna

lucaFtaa

Claires Boutique, 419-352-0527

Subway

Coney Island

NasladaCafe

Specialty Stores

Services

Alyssa Lees Cocoa Bean 8 Gift GaHena, 419-353-9999 Bronze Tan Studio, 419-352-9190
Fiesta Hail Salon. 419-352-9084
Dinettes&More, 419-352-2615
Doll* Mart, 419-353-7948
Mattresses, Ftc, 419-353-1400

World Nail 419-354-1020
Verizon Wireless. 419-354-2521
BusWo Kai Martial Arts, 419-153-5836

Virtual PCs, 419-353-8324

Turning Point OiuKh, 419-373-0144

tube's Dance Stue3». 419-353-5030

CUST0WRSERVia,41»-3544W

SPONSORED BY THE WOODLAND MALL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION
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BRIEFING
THE BG «i*S

Carter named Ohio
Mr. Football

BGSU women defeat
Detroit, 78-67
The Falcon women remained
unbeaten with a 78-67 win at
Detroit last night. BGSU shot 50
percenl from the field and all
five starters scored in double figures. Sophomore sensation Kate
Achter tied for game-high with
18 points and was 12-for-12from
the free-throw line, tying a school
record.

Unusual
suspects
bring in
new week
MATT
RIDDLE

Columnist
It's crazy to think that it's
already week 13 in the NFL
and the fantasy playoff season is starting to gloom over
head. In week 12 the usual NFI.
fantasy studs stood out but I
expect new company this week
to make an impact.
This week is full of NFL
Division race games that will
have major fantasy implications.
First is Cincinnati vs.
Pittsburgh. This game is prone
to be a smash mouth AFC North
rivalry game. After the Steclers
disappointing loss to the Colts,
I expect the Terrible Towels
to be in full affect on Sunday.
The Bus, Deuce and Willie
Parker will be loo much for the
Bengal's shy defense. Look for
rookie Chris Henry from West
Virginia to keep making plays
for the Bengal's.
Second is Dallas vs. New
York. If the Giants had a field
goal kicker Ihey would be in
first place, but they don't, and
they are currently tied with
Dallas for the division lead.
Marion Barber 111, rookie from
Minnesota is going to be a solid
runner for the rest of his career
and due to the injury that has
plagued lulius lones, Barber is
a legit starter even though he
splits time.
The third big game is Denver
at Kansas City. This game
should be a very high scoring
game. Both teams have numerous fantasy studs, but I will
dissect the two that will have
the most impact come Sunday.
Ashley Lelie should be able to
run downfield and exploit the
suspect Chiefs' secondary. On
the other side, I expect a big
play in the kick return game
from the X-Factor Dante Hall.
Finally Atlanta will travel
to Carolina. It is about time
that Mike Vick gets his first
round pick receivers involved
(lenkins, White) but not this
week, look for Alge Crumpler
to have another multi-touchdown week. The Panthers will
score often but only because
of great field position that their
solid defense gives them.
I decided my sleeper pick of
the week after long deliberation and some help but it has
to be the Ivey Leaguer himself,
Ryan Fitzpatrick from St Louis.
Even though he is playing the
Redskins, the speedy Rams
receivers are still on their home
turf. Fitzpatrick could he bethe
next Tom Brady? I doubt it but
who knows.
Mybustoftheweekisgoingto
have to be the Ravens' Defense.
I know a lot of fantasy players that still consistently think
the Ravens' Defense is amazing but they aren't. The Texans
and David Carr will put some
points up against the Ravens
and give them a scare.
That's it for week 13.

THURSDAY

PORTS

Copley's Delone Carter has I
been given Ohio AP's 19th annual"
Mr. Football award. Carter, who
will attend Syracuse, rushed
302 times for 2,788 yards and
47 touchdowns, while leading
Copley to a 9-3 record. Carter
also had 12 catches for 171 yards
and two touchdowns.
Carter beat out Coldwater's
Ross I liiiii.iii Bellaire's Nate Davis
and Colerain's lyier Moeller for
the ultimate prize in Ohio high
school football.
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2005
www.bgnews.com/sports
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

USCs Bush
contends for
Heisman
and top pick

Bending at the break
BGSU falters after
halftime, losing 76-66
at home to Oakland

Trojan junior has
yet to declare for
April's NFL draft

By Ryin AutuNo

By Ralph 0. Russo

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BGSU coach Dan Dakich sensed
that visitingOakland University
had found its comfort zone
entering halftime last night.
And he was confident his
Falcons had lost their level of
comfort despite leading by five
at the break.
He was right on both
accounts.
Oakland opened the second
half with a 15-3 run and scored
43 poinls in the frame. lopping
BG 76-66 at Anderson Arena.
lust five minutes removed
from halftime, the Falcons were
already trailing by eight.
"I really felt at halftime we
were a dead team for whatever
reason," Dakich said. "I don't
know what it was."
Pick your reason.
Inexperience? The Falcons
only have one senior and play
at least three freshman. Not
controlling the ball? BG had
several turnovers early in the
second half and 19 in the game.
Hot shooting by the opposition?
Oakland was 48 percenl in ihe
half.
Bui Mawel Soler suggested
another reason. And il was a little more painful to accept than
the others.
"They oul-toughed us," he
said. "They came out with an
intensity. They just kicked our
butt, and we didn't do anything
about it."
Soler, the lone Falcon senior,
finished wilh seven points and
11 rebounds and Matt LeFeld
added 13 points off the bench.
Martin Samarco, the reigning
MAC East Player of the Week,
scored 16 points, but 13 came in
the first half. Samarco knocked
down a 3 to cut Oakland's lead
to five wilh 14:48 remaining
in the second half, but didn't
make a shot the remainder of
the game.
Samarco, who is averaging
17.1 PPG rarely saw the ball
in the second half as he was a
point of emphasis in the Golden
Grizzlies' zone defense.
"This is the first learn we've
played where we had to take a
shooter away in that zone, and
we struggled with that early."
Oakland coach GregKampe. "At
Ihe half, we made the adjustment that we'd double ihe post
and deny (Samarco) Ihe ball,
and I think that won the game
for us."
BG standout freshman Erik

luiw OlFrwwo BGNews

Reggie Bush has been compared to Gale Sayers and
Marshall Faulk. He's the frontrunner lo win the Heisman
Trophy and already holds the
unofficial tide of "Most Exciting
Player in College Football."
All those accolades are great,
but what's counts most for the
USC tailback — or at least for
his bank account — is that he's
developed into the best NFL
prospect in the country.
A junior who has not said
if this season will be his last
at Southern California, Bush
already has some fans NFL
fans rooting for their downtrodden teams to lose and
improve their draft position.
T think he's the No. 1 pick
in the entire draft," said Mike
Mayock. a former NFL defensive back and college coach,
who is now the NFL Network's
draft guru. "You beg, borrow
and steal to get guys with that
kind of ability, so you can
have a one-play, 80-yard drive
instead of a 16-play, 80-yard
drive."
As expected, Bush is playing
il cool on the NFL, keeping
the focus on use's run for a
possible third straight national
championship and leaving his
options open.
His coUege career has been a
steady ascension lo superstar
status.
As a freshman, he carried
the ball 90 times for 521 yards,
caught 15 passes for 314 yards,
returned kickoffs at a 27-yard
average and scored eight
touchdowns.
Last season, he finished fifth
in the Heisman voting with 908
yards rushing, 509 receiving
and 15 touchdowns. He averaged 179 all-purpose yards per
game, fifth best in the nation
and even threw a touchdown
pass.
This season his numbers
have jumped to 1,398 yards
rushing, an astounding 8.6
yards per carry, and 212 allpurpose yards per game, tops
in the nation.
"In my position he's been
ihe best college football player
in ihe country for three years,"
Mayock said.
The one question about
Bush as far as his NFL future is
concerned is his size. He is listed at 6 feet and 200 pounds. He
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BAD BOUNCE: Mawel Solet scored seven points and 11 rebounds, but the Falcons were beaten 76-66 by
visiting Oakland last night. BG led by live at half but played poorly down the stretch.
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Denver cruising at 9-2
Broncos know they
must beat Colts to
win Super Bowl
ByEMePefc
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DENVER—This season is shaping up as a special one for the
Denver Broncos. Still, there is
something disconcerting aboul
that 9-2 record and Denver's
postseason prospects.
The elephant sitting in the
middle of the Denver locker
room — the subject everyone
knows is there but very few want
to deal with—is the undefeated
Indianapolis Colts.
You know, theColts?The team
thai has plastered Denver in the
playoffs the last two years by a

combined score of 90-34.
You know, Indianapolis? The
city thai coach Mike Shanahan
said was imperative lo avoid in
the playoffs if Denver is ever
going lo gel hack lo ihe Super
Bowl.
There they are, two games
ahead and showing no signs
of slowing. Barring a drastic
change, and if form holds, all
signs point to another rematch
with the Colts in Indy.
This time, though, il would
be in the AFC title game instead
of the first round of the playoffs.
"They're undefeated. They're
in our conference. So, I guess
you have lo look al them,"
Broncos running back Ron
Dayne said. "But it's not like we
spend any time worrying aboul

it. We've got to worry about our
own stuff."
That, by and large, is ihe company line among Ihe Broncos.
Predictably, they talk about
taking them one at a lime and
worrying about next week, not
the playoffs.
For the most part, that strategy has worked.
Al 9-2, Ihe Broncos have so far
avoided the midseason slump
the likes of which have plagued
Ihe franchise Ihe last few years.
Ihey have a two-game lead over
San Diego and Kansas City in
ihe AFC West, with a game at
Kansas ('.ity coming Sunday.
Denver has positioned itself
well to earn the division title, a
home playoff game and a bye
week.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWWBGNtmCOWSPORTS

SWIMMING

Swimmers head to
Columbus for meet
Falcons will be the
only representative
from the MAC
By Heather Riebei
REPORTED

The BG swimming and diving learn will venture south as
the only representative from
the Mid-American Conference
this weekend to compete in
the Ohio State Swimming and
Diving Invitational. This wiU
be the Falcons' only competition this month, and after a
two-week break, they are rested and ready to show some big
name schools just what they
have.

The meet will begin on
Friday, Dec. 2 and the final
events will be held on Sunday,
Dec. 4. Other schools competing include Illinois, Iowa,
Michigan State, Minnesota,
Penn State and Ohio State.
The divers that BG wiU compete against will be coming out
of the Big Ten, ACC (Atlantic
Coast Conference], SEC
ISouth East Conference) and
the Pac-10 programs. Divers
from Kenyon College will also
be competing ihis weekend.
Along wilh all the schools,
Kenyon will be great competition for BG. Kenyon has won 20
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BG welcomes
competition
from Big 10
this weekend
SWIMMING, FROM PAGE 10

of the last 21 NCAA Division
III championships.
"We feel that we learn
more from schools that are
better than us," said head
coach Keri Buff. "Swimming
in a Big Ten Invitational is
a great opportunity for our
program. We feel honored to
be the only swimming school
outside of the Big Ten to have
been invited."
"We will have to swim and
dive very well to make it back
into finals. In order to do that,
we will have to beat athletes
that have posted better performances than we have so
far. Our goal is to have everyone make it back to finals,"
Buff added.
BG Is excited for this weekend'seventsandisalsoanother stepping stone toward the
MAC's, which has been the
goal since the beginning of
the season.
Being the only school invited to the Invitational should
give BG swimmers and divers
the confidence they need to
perform well at the MAC's.
"Some of the best teams
in the country will be there.
This is why we work hard,
to have fun by swimming
fast and diving well. This is
one of the two opportunities
we have this year to rest and
show our stuff," said Buff,
The swimming prelims
will kick off the Invitational
on Friday at noon. The
Invitational will be held at
the Bill and Mae McCorkle
AquaticPavilioninColumbus,
Ohio.

Qeveland
defeats LA,
improving to
7-1 at home
CLEVELAND (AP) — DonyeU
Marshall made a key threepoint play in regulation, then
hit consecutive 3-pointers in
overtime to help the Qeveland
Cavaliers beat the Los Angeles
Clippers 112-105 Wednesday
night.
Zydrunas Ugauskas had 29
points before fouling out in
overtime and LeBron James
added 28 for Qeveland, which
broke a two-game losing streak
and improved to 7-1 at home.
Elton Brand scored 33 points
and Sam Cassell had 26 to lead
las Angeles,
Marshall was l-for-7 before
running down the baseline to
put back a missed 3-pointer by
Larry Hughes with 47 seconds
left in the fourth quarter. He
tacked on a free throw to tie
it at 95. Hughes finished with
23 points.
Brand had a chance to win
the game in regulation, as his
driving jumper in the lane
misfired and lames grabbed
the rebound as time ran out.
Marshall hit a 24-footer 50
seconds into overtime and
connected again from beyond
the arc 39 seconds later for a
103-99 lead.
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Former BG star, Harris,
signs with Columbus

BS »«ws File Photo

BACK IN THE STATE: Josh Harris, a former standout quarterback at
HUJU,
oigiicu with
WIIII the
uiemeiid
Leagues Columbus
UWUUHHH ucauuycia.
BGSU, signed
Arena League's
Destroyers.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — The
Columbus Destroyersannounced
yesterday they have signed former Bowling Green standout
quarterback Josh Harris.
Harris is among six signings
that bring the Destroyers training camp roster to the league
maximum 37 players. Offensive/
defensive lineman Troy Pelshak
was waived to make room for die
additions.
Harris, a 6-foot-3, 230-pound
native of Westerville, Ohio, enters
his first season in the Arena
Football League after spending
this past NFL training camp with
the Cleveland Browns. He was a
sixth-round pick by the Baltimore
Ravens in 2004 and has played
with Calgary of the CFL
Harris is Bowling Green's
career leader in rushing touchdowns (43), total touchdowns
(47) and points scored (284). He
also set single season records for
passing yards (3,813) and passing
touchdowns (27) in 2003.
The Destroyers, who open their
season on Ian. 29, also signed
wide receiver/defensive back
Hugh Smith, wide receiver/linebacker Mike Nizzi and offensive'
defensive linemen Elliott Harris,
Ken Kocher and Brad Greeds.

Falcons don't show
up in second half in
loss to Grizzlies
YOUTH, FROM PAGE 10

Marschall started at center,
scoring 10 points in 28 minutes. He was matched in si■< n ■
ing by point guard lohn Floyd,
who played for Oakland two
years ago. was just 5-of-19
from the field.
Kampe, a 1978 graduate of
BGSU, won for the first time in
three tries at his alma mater.
Much like Dakich, Kampe has
a team high on potential but
short on experience. Floyd is
the only returning player on
either team who started last
year in the Golden Grizzlies'
77-53 win at home.
But Kampe appears to have
found solid replacements from
a team that qualified for the
NCAA tournament last year,
while Dakich is still experimenting,
Calvin Woolen, a transfer
from Rutgers, led Oakland
with 22 points from his point
guard spot and freshman
Derick Nelson scored nine
points and had 10 rebounds.
Shawn Hopes, another player
who wasn't on the team last
year, scored
15 and—-—
used his
,—»,
.— •-

275-pound frame to grab eighl
boards.
"I don't want to make too
much of this game," Kampe
said. "Both teams are very similar, they're very young teams.
Basically, this was a November
game with two teams trying to
find out a lot about themselves.
I don't think you can make too
much of it."

A big deal
Unless your Dakich.
The venerable coach saw
two completely different BG
teams lasi night. There's the
one that led by nine with
6:58 remaining in the first
half, then there's the one that
trailed by 17 with under three
minutes left inlhe game.
Despite not playing for II
days, the Falcons weren't
rusty to open I he game, but
they certainly were after a 20minute intermission.
"I thought the game was
obviously decided to start the
second half," Dakich said. "1
felt like they came out and
really got comfortable playing
against us and just beat us. I
mean absolutely, beat-—
us."

Bush draws comparisons to many great running backs
BUSH, FROM PAGE 10
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said he added about 5 pounds
of muscle before this season to
get up over 200 and become a
more effective runner between
the tackles.
"When you see him (before
this season), he doesn't look like
an every-down back." said Gil
Brandt, former Dallas Cowboys
personnel director under Tom
Landry. "He was as slimmer-type
of a back."
Brandt said Bush reminds him
of Tony Dorsett. whom Brandt
drafted second overall out of
Pittsburgh in 1977.
"There was a lot of question
whether Dorsett had the ability
to play all the time. He was never

hurt. Those backs are so good at
avoiding tackles that they don't
get hurt."
Bush has speed, soft hands
and is comfortable splitting out
like a wide receiver. In fact, when
the Trojans were breaking in a
new receiving corps at the beginning of the 2004 season, Bush
was their most reliable wideout
for a while.
But it's those video-gamelike
moves that make him special.
"His ability to get to full speed
so quickly and change directions at full speed, that's what
separates him from anybody I've
seen," Mayock said.
Bush's seminal performance
came two weeks ago when he
piled up 513 all-purpose yards

rint hurl

in a 50-42 win over Fresno State.
State,
Slashing and darting and stop. ii.l t I ii4i»n Dupn tt\-t;flji
ping and starting Bush made
a year's worth of highlight-reel
plays in that one game.
"He has the smoothness of Gale
Savers and the vision and cutting
ability of Barry Sanders," Emmitt
Smith, the NFLs career rushing.
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said on the NFL Network after
Bush blew through Fresno State.
\(j*Vvf-i flimn fAnj»» f n?«t*iijx
Notre Dame coach Charlie
Weis made the Faulk comparison
with Bush after Bush ran for 160
yards and three touchdowns on
15 carries in USC's 34-31 victory
in October.
Faulk was drafted second

overall by the Colls in 1994 and
a
became an NFL MVP with lthe
L.'t 1 itiiif DMIIM' I .uttl \ i..^pi'nti
St. Louis Hams. Faulk's versatility
made him almost unstoppable in
the Rams' high-powered offense.
"I see (Bush) as a cross between
Brian Wcslbrook of the Eagles ...
and Marshall Faulk in his heyday
with the Rams," Mayock said.
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YOUTHS CONTRIBUTE 1.3 BILLION HOURS
About 55 percent of teenagers do volunteer work, first
lady Laura Bush said yesterday, encouraging adults
to follow suit. She announced results of a survey
showing that an estimated 15.5 million youths age 12
to 18 participate in volunteer activities. That's nearly
twice the adult rate of 29 percent.
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Bush continues support for war
President claims Iraqi troops are improving, urges national loyalty
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ANNAPOLIS, Md. — Presiiii'iil
Bush gave an unflinching
defense of his war slralcgy yesterday, refusing lo set a timetable
for U.S. troop withdrawals and
asserting that once-shaky Iraqi
troops are proving increasingly
capable. Democrats dismissed
his words as a stay-the-course
speech with no real strategy for
success.
Hush recalled that some Iraqi
security forces once ran from
battle, and he said their performance "is still uneven in some
parts." But he also said improvements have been made in training and Iraqi units are growing
more independent and controlling more territory.
"This will take time and
patience." said Bush, who is
under intense political pressure
as U.S. military deaths in the war
rise beyond 2,100 and his popularity sits at the lowest point of
his presidency.
Bush's speech at the U.S. Naval
Academy, the first of at least
three he'll give between now and
the Dec. 15 Iraqi elections, did
not outline a new strategy for
the nearly three-year-old war.
Rather, it was intended as a comprehensive answi-r to mounting
criticism and questions. Billed
as a major address, it brought
together in a single package the
administration's arguments for
the war and assertions of progress on military; economic and
political tracks.
The address was accompanied
by the release of a White House
document titled "Our National
Strategy for Victory in Iraq" — a
report that House Democratic
leader Nancy Pelosi dismissed
as "35 pages of rhetoric on
old sound bites." Sen. Edward

Judge rejects initial
settlement, wireless
patent side-lined
By Stephanie Stouehtan
THE

military's role in Iraq will shift
from providing security and
fighting the enemy nationwide
WAR SUPPORT, PAGE 14

BLACKBERRY, PAGE 14

MittlnwSunby AP Photo

Kennedy. D-Mass., called Bush's
speech "lipstick" on a railed Iraqi
strategy. "If things on die ground
in Iraq are as rosy as the picture
the president painted today, then

we should be able to begin to
bring our troops home in 2006,"
he said.
Bush spoke to a friendly audience of midshipmen. They wel-

comed the president by singing
him die Navy fight song. At the
end, they chanted in unison,
Tire it up!' Tire it up!'
The president said the U.S.
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RICHMOND, Va. — A federal
judge moved a step closer yesterday to reissuing an injunction
that threatens BlackBerry e-mail
service in this country, placing more pressure on the wireless device's maker, Research In
Motion Ltd., to setde the patent
case.
The judge rejected RIM's bid
to enforce a preliminary $450
million settlement reached earlier this year with NTP Inc., a
small firm that has convinced
a jury that BlackBerry infringes
on its patents for wireless communication.
In another blow to RIM, U.S.
District Judge lames R. Spencer
turned down the Canadian company's request to delay the case
pending final word from the U.S.
patent office, which has preliminarily rejected the patents at the
heart of the lawsuit.
With those issues out of the
way, Spencer next plans to
address damages and, once
again, an injunction would force
RIM to halt BlackBerry service
in the United States. After a jury
decided against RIM in 2002,
Spencer held off on the injunction pending appeals.
Analysts and industry observers say RIM, based in Waterloo,
Ontario, will likely be forced to
setde the lawsuit for as much
as $1 billion. Still, some also say
RIM's hands aren't completely
tied; it's also somewhat unlikely

FAMILY DISAPPROVAL: Paul Kelley and his daughtar, Hannah, 2, of Annapolis, Md„ hold signs while protesting outside the U.S. Naval Academy.
President George Bush spoke there yesterday and refused to set a timetable for U.S. troop withdrawl from Iraq.
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Now Leasing for Fall 2006

Bowling Green's Largest Selection of Apartments Close to Campus

•
•
»
I
>
i
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>

Furnished
1 Half & 1 Full Bath
Full Basement
Washer/Dryer Hookup
Plenty of Parking
Air Conditioned
2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
2 Laundromats

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.greenbriarrentals.com

•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Full Bathrooms
Furnished
Spacious
Free Wireless Internet in all apts.
Gas log fireplaces (units 49-72)
Laundry On-Site

HOURS:
Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 9am - 1pm

*445 EAST W00STER ST. * 419-352-0717 *

• 2 Full Bathrooms
• Furnished
• Air Conditioned
• Microwave. Dishwasher, Garbage Disposal

• Free Wireless Internet in some units
•
•
•
•

Gas log fireplaces
Laundry on-site
Close to Campus
Plenty of Parking

GREENBRIAR, INC.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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For Rent
BARTENDING! up to $30G7day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.

Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

Travel

Get Paid To Drive a Brand New Car!
Now paying drivers $800-$3200 a
month. Pick up your free car key
today, www.freecarkey.coni

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE I
5 Days From $2991 Includes Meals,
Taxes, Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parties With Celebrities As Seen On Real Work), Road
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed!
promocode: 32
www SphngBreakTravel com
1-800-678-6386

Hiring Bartenders and Floorwalkers.
Afternoon and Evening positions
available. Apply in person at
Howards Club H, 210 N Main, BG.

"fl Sartnn Bra.* WM.IM i ~,
Prices guaranteed. Book 11 people,
get 12lh trip (reel Group discounts
tor6.www.SprlnoBree.KDIicount»
CODlor WWW,LflllU/»Tn.ir» rn^ ,.,
800-838-8202

Now Hiring Prep and Delivery Personnel For Spring Semester.
Dibenedetto s 1432 E. Wooster.

CANCUN. ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
From $4991 Travel With America's
Largest & Ethics Award Winning
Spring Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines. Free Meals. Drinks.
Biggest Celebrity Parties! On-Campus Marketing Reps Needed!
promocode: 32
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800*78-6386

Part-time counter help wanted.
Mornings and afternoons. Apply
1204 W. Wooster. 419-354-4494
Perrysburg family needs afterschool child care in our home.
Weekdays 3:45-5:45 and occasional
school holidays starting January,
2006. Must have reliable transportation to drive to activities.
Call 419-872-1228.

Wanted
I NEED GRADUATION TICKETS!
I HAVE $!
CALL 216-308-1446
NEED DECEMBER GRADUATION
TICKETS, WILL PAY.
419-572-0785
Need Grad Tickets
Will Pay
740-815-7099

Help Wanted
Caring, organized individuals
needed to place exchange students
in local schools and host families.
Earn a per-student stipend and possible travel to Europe. 888-2662921
or sumckeen@ie-usa.com

'/■Jon/

i Holiday
'Caterings
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Retention Rep
Century Marketing is currently looking for an experienced, motivated
individual who wants a chance to
grow with our Direct Sales Team
Duties include over the phone
promoting sales of product for
customers. Good communication
skills a must. This opportunity has
growth potential and a fhendly
working environment. Position is full
time, M-F. $7-$10 plus bonus
potential. Benefits include:
med/dentalnife insurance, 401 (k)
plan, paid vacation/holidays.
Interested applicants should send
their resume with salary requirements by 12/9/05 to:
Century Marketing
HR Dept/Century Direct
12836 South Dixie Highway
Bowling Green, OH 43402
OR FAX: 419-352-4320
OR email:
drumschlag@cmc9p.com
EOE/M/F/V
Visit our web site at:
www.cenlurymarkeling.com

£ 419-353-2277;
The Fort Meigs YMCA is currently
hiring in our child care department.
If interested please send a resume
to sbidlack@ymcatoledo.org
or fill out an application at 13415
Eckel Junction Rd. in Perrysburg.

"Avail Now&lsLQLyi 1,2,48,6
bedim apts/houses, great prices +
rooms low as $199.00 mo.
All next to campus.
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

3BRIg. prof, or family house,
excellent location. $895 avail, now.
419-352-5689
3 graduating seniors looking for subleasers. Needed for 3 bdrm house
5 blocks from campus. Spring and
Summer 06,11/2 ba, 2 car garage,
ac/heat. new carpet, w/d. $800'mo.
Call Angela 419-733-0477.
3/4 br Apts. for 06-07 school yr. 12
mo lease. Multiple students unrelated OVER 3 allowed. Call 419-308352510am-10pm 619 High St.
812 3rd St. Close to BGSU,
newly painted, 3 BR, 1 Bath,
privacy fenced in bk. yard,
$840/ mo +<Jep. you pay ulil.
Call Mary 419-474-7775
Available next school year 2 -3 bdrm
duplexes 1 -3 bdrm lg apt. 1 -2 bdrm
upper apt partially furnished. Available May 15.419-352-4773 or
419-265-1061
Copper Beech subleaser wanted.
Lrg bdrm w/own bathroom,
furnished apt. $300+util.
Chris 0-327-4896
Gas heat paid, new carpet, close to
campus, 2 BR unfurnished. $600/
mo. Avail, immed. 419-409-1110.
Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E.Washington Street

419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.highlandmgmt.com
Quiet Tenant's Desired
Houses Close to Campus
Available May or August 2006
Call 419-787-7577

On selected floor plans

HOUSES!

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

• Pets welcome!

Now Leasing
for 2006

-FREE HEA1

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
L
(419)352-1150
A
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ACROSS

1 "Quo_?"
6 Lays down the lawn
10 Speedy letters
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
31
36
37
39
40
43
44

" .

Face the day
Entice
Chanel's nickname
Boston fish offering
Coll course
Make muddy
Start ot Evan Esar's definition of
an optimist
Doe in "Bambi"
Director Ang
Shortened wd.
Journalist Hentoff
Sibenan plain
Squeezing snake
Card for a reader
01 acreage
Part 2 of definition
Willow used for basketry
Chesterfields and davenports

45
46
48
49
50
52
54
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

•

""••

1 Enormous
2 Foot part
3 Calamitous
4 Atom with a variable
nucleus
5 Family car
6 Passel
7 Sound of pain
8 Slobber
9 Intuits
10 Farmland unit
11 In a short time
12 Etcher's medium
13 DC bigwigs
21 Grannies
22 Flower parts
25 Detest
26 Capital of Idaho
27 Fundamental
29 BA word
30 Commotions
32 Block of time
33 Gardner's Mason
34 Eucharist plate
35 Marry on the run
37 Clan pattern
38 Bean curd

Corded fabric
Repeat aloud
Deli hero
Unit of force
PC key
Compass pt.
End of definition
Uttered
Stringed instrument
Hawk's home
Kind of bean
Organic compound
Tex-Mex order
Org.
Trawlers' equipment
Had a powerful stench

41
42
47
49

Ring of flowers
Tag
Five after six
Beat

51 Coil about
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Blind strips
Gaucho's device
"Exodus" author
Edible tubers
Sillitoe or Shepard
Italy's shape
Troubles
Killer whale
Serengeti stalker
Escntoire
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MFD SCHOOL?
CALL THI WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP
GMAT GRE MCAT LSAT
DAT NCLEX
l-800-KAP-TEST • WWW.KAJPTEST.COM

KAPLAN

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Sublease' needed Jan.- Aug. 10.
06. $285/mo. * utilities. Lg. bdrm.
Close to campus.
Call (419) 308-4204 tor details.

Subleaser wanted Large 3-bdrm
house. Close to campus & downtown. 225 E Meny. Parking, W/O.
large room avail. $300 rent + util.
Contact Dave 216-408-1375

Subleaser/ roommate needed tor
spring semester at The Enclave 4
bdrm apt 2 baths $316/month furnished Call Michelle lor more
details 419-250-1492

Subleaser(s) wanted Dec/ JanMay 13. House REALLY close to
campus. $312/ mo. OBO ♦ util.
W/D.
Contact Ashley 330-321 -1405

Very private room for one subleaser Dec-May 2006. Avail, as
soon as Dec. 20th. 110 N. Enterprise. GREAT LOCATION, CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 4 DOWNTOWN.
$250/ mo. Call 440-263-7237

Subleaser needed! A room in a
house dose to campus lor $255 a
month For into email Liz @
ejknapp@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Subleaser needed
329 N Enlerprise $200/mo > util.
Call Sara 419-494-9346

NEED
A
RIDE?
Winter Break Shuttle Routes
Now Available!
each way

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A

'.

■

u

$10

From Only $475!

Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease

i

■'

2 BR Furnished $585 + dep. Avail.
now, paid till Jan. lease neg.
bgsuapartment@yahoo.com
next to BGSU

KAPLAN

brought to you by

■

"Houses Lg & Sm Avail, all next to
campus, 06-07 S.Y. (Multiple studs,
unrelated OVER 3 ALLOWED) Call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm/ Listings
avail.24/7 at 316 E. Merry #3.

I 2 3 Bedroom Apartments

f 709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

The Daily Crossword Fix
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VARSITY SQUARE

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

apartments

Call TODAY!

419-353-7715 (if

FROBOSE RENTALS

Routes Available To and From:

Toledo Express Airport
and
Toledo Greyhound Station
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www.meccabg.com
LOG ON TODAY
View our 2006/07 availability
View pictures, maps of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.

NOW RENTING
Stop by our office for listings
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800
meccabg com • www meccabq com

STOP BY THE
BOWEN-THOMPSON
STUDENT UNION INFORMATION
CENTER TO SIGN UP!
www.bgsu.edu/union
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Research in
Motion, Ltd.
hopes to settle
copyright suit

Case of suspected terrorist delayed
Judges are forced to re-evaluate appearances of U.S. terrorists in trials
By Mark Sherman
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — lose Padilla's
transfer from a military brig to
a civilian jail was unexpectedly
delayed yesterday by a federal
appeals court, the latest twist
in the legal fight over the Bush
administration's policy on U.S.
terror suspects.
In a brief order, a three-judge
panel from the 4th Circuit U.S.
Court of Appeals in Richmond,
Va., demanded more information from lawyers on both sides
before approving the transfer to
the lustice Department.
The move indicates the three
judges could reconsider their
unanimous September ruling
backing the Bush administration's contention that American
citizens like ftidilla mav be

New Vatican
policy bans
gays, pleases
current clergy
By Richard N Ostlmg

denied access to courts and held
indefinitely as "enemy combatants" if the government believes
they are terror threats.
Padilla (pronounced puhDILL-uhl has appealed the ruling, saying the Bush administration has violated his rights to
due process.
The administration charged
Padilla last week in what many
legal scholars saw as an attempt
to avoid an uphill battle at the
high court.
The appeals court judges
said they want the government
and Padilla's lawyers to explain
whether their earlier ruling
should be withdrawn following
Padilla's indictment last week by
a federal grand jury in Miami.
Padilla's imminent transfer from
a Navy brig in South Carolina to a

federal jail in Miami was expectA decision by the Richmond
ed by both sides, but he probably cou rt to withdrawitsorderwould
will remain in military custody make it much harder for Padilla
at least until Dec. 16, the last to pursue his appeal, but would
deadline for legal filings under also remove judicial backing for
the detentions, Tobias and other
the order.
law professors said.
The latest action
Donna Newman,
by the judges complione of Padilla's lawcates an already delicate legal situation for
yers, said Padilla
the administration,
wants the high court
which wants to keep
to rule on the indefinite intentions.
Padilla's case out of
lustice Department
the Supreme Court,
yet keep in place the
spokeswoman Tasia
strong appellate rul- JOSE PADILLA Scolinos would not
comment on the order
ing justifying his more
PRISONER
yesterday, other than to
than three years in
detention without charges.
say the government would com"The question is, can they ply with it.
have their cake and eat it too?"
Last week. Attorney General
said Carl Tobias, a law professor Alberto Gonzales said the Bush
at the University of Richmond.
administration will ask the

Supreme Court to refuse even
to hear Padilla's appeal because
there no longer is an issue for the
justices to resolve. Padilla had
asked that the court either order
the government to charge him
with a crime or set him free.
The original deadline for the
government's submission to the
Supreme Court was Monday,
but that deadline has been
extended until Dec. 16, lustice
Department spokesman John
Nowacki said.
Padilla, who has been held in
the brig since shortly after his
arrest in 2002, was described
by the Bush administration
as a trained al-Qaida terrorist
who plotted to blow up apartment buildings and detonate
a radiological device in this
country.

BLACKBERRY, FROM PAGE 12

NTP would want to force a shutdown, a scenario that could leave
it with a smaller payoff.
"I think there's going to be a
settlement, and it's just a matter
of how much is to be coerced out
of them," said Rod Thompson, a
San Francisco patent attorney.
In a statement, RIM said it has
been preparing technology that
would keep its service running
in the United States, where most
of its 3.65 million BlackBerry customers are based. But analysts,
however, are skeptical about the
effectiveness of any workaround.
Citigroup analyst Daryl
Armstrong said an injunction ruling could lead some users to move
ahead with contingency plans.

"Can I Have It
Like That?"

tHE ASSOCIAtEO PRESS

U.S. Roman Catholic leaders
praised the contributions of celibate gay priests in response to
a new Vatican pronouncement
against homosexuals in the priesthood, a move that could imply
some dioceses and religious
orders want flexibility in applying
church policy.
Two American statements —
one from the president of the U.S.
bishops and the other representing religious orders — quickly followed the Vatican's "instruction"
on gay clergy and supported it
on several points: Priests should
uphold the church's teaching
against gay sex, maintain a celibate lifestyle and avoid support
for "the so-called 'gay culture'."
The potential question involves
what happens to candidates who
meet those requirements but also
have a gay orientation.
The decree, released Tuesday
by the Vatican's education agency
with approval from Pope Benedict
XVI, applies worldwide but is crucial for the United States, where
clerical sex abuse crisis erupted
and the gay rights movement is

strong
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WAR SUPPORT, FROM PAGE 12

to more specialized operations
targeted at the most dangerous
terrorists. "We will increasingly
move out of Iraqi cities, reduce
the number of bases from which
we operate and conduct fewer
patrols and convoys," the president said.
Still, Bush remained steadfastly
opposed to imposing a deadline
for leaving Iraq.
"Many advocating an artificial timetable for withdrawing
our troops are sincere — but I
believe they're sincerely wrong,"
Bush said. "Pulling our troops
out before they've achieved their
purpose is not a plan for victory."
Senate Democratic leader
I larry Heid of Nevada called on
the president to release a strategy
that has military, economic and
political benchmarks that must be
met. "Simply staying the course is
no longer an option," Reid said.
"We must change the course"
Bush was ready for that.
"If by 'stay the course' they
mean we will not permit al-Qaida
to turn Iraq into what Afghanistan
was under the Taliban — a safe
haven for terrorism and a launching pad for attacks on America
— they're right," Bush said.
"If by 'stay the course' they
mean that we're not learning from
our experiences or adjusting our
tactics to meet the challenges
on the ground, then they're flat
wrong."
There are about 160,000 U.S.
troops in Iraq. The Pentagon has
not committed to any specific
drawdown next year beyond the
announced plan to pull back
28,000 troops who were added
this fall for extra security during
the election.
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Save cash, craft gifts
Local store owners offer creative gift ideas
'KAMA'S.'HO HO'S: Santa might haw a chuckle
at these comics; PAGES 4, 8
DOLLAR DEALS: The surprises you'll find to
give as gifts at the dollar store; PAGE 3
WOES AT HOME: I low to deal when parents
treat you like a kid over the hreak; PAGE 4
MUSIC MOTES: The perfect CD to buy for
everyone on your list this year; PAGE 5
GET A LIFE: Holiday happenings in and
around the Toledo area; PAGE 6
A HOLIDAY CLASSIC: Trust us. Everyone still
loves this classic holiday video; PAGE 7

Cover Design by Mike Metzger 8G News

By Miranda Bond
M»»»GINC EDITOR

For students stumped for fresh new
gift ideas, a handmade gift from the
heart could be the perfect alternative
to the typical store-bought gift this
holiday season.
Local businesses offer a wide selection of materials for students to craft
their own creations.
The Alexa Bead Studio, located at
178 South Main, offers the materials customers need to craft unique
jewelry pieces that can be given as
gifts. Owner Melissa Adler-DeSmith
has stocked her store with thousands
of beads in a variety of shapes and
colors, ensuring that customers can
tailor their jewelry to fit the tastes of
their loved ones.
"It's great because you can cusMiranda Bond U.I-'.
tomize it to that person or their wardrobe," she said. "Some people may RESOURCEFUL: Scrappin' on Main offers all of the tools necessary to make
like chunkier pieces and some people may like smaller, petite pieces."
She said that many of her cusStrum had a wide range of gift
tomers had already began selecting ideas. Mini photo albums that cenbeads and designing their gifts in ter around a theme are popular
early November. But these pro-bead gifts that can be given lo anyone.
workers aren't the only ones who Strum said that love albums make
are encouraged to give homemade a nice gift for students to make for
pieces as gifts. Adler-DeSmith said their boyfriend or girlfriend.
il can be easy for.a first-timer to gel
She suggested making calendars
started. She even offers classes to with family photos for grandparMiranda Bond BGNens
help beginners along.
ents. For those looking PERSONALITY: Students can save
for a ft for a craf|
"I just had basic class
"I think it
g'
y money and still give great gifts by
and they can now make
,
loved one, she suggestbasic bracelets," she said.
CUtl OS O
ed creating a scrapbook personalizing paint can containers
She is more than will- cheaper way kit for ,hem wi,h Paper such as the ones shown above
ing to help anyone who
scissors, a blank scrapfor college book, adhesive and
has an interest in getting
started, which she said
students to decorations.
can be simple. To creStudents can get cremake
a nice ative
ate jewelry, crafters only
in how they give
need to start with wire
their gifts, too. A new
gift
that
which she described as
in the craft world
in the end craze
a flexible string, a clasp
replaces wrapped gifts
and beads,
can cost a with personalized
lewelry gifts created
paint cans. Like Adlerlot less."
al the bead studio can
DeSmith, Strum offers
be relatively inexpensive
classes on paint can
KRISTTEN STRUM,
for the student on a tight
decoration and other
SCRAPPIN'ON MAIN
budget. Adler-DeSmith
subjects. She offers late
said that creations can start at $5 night workshops that last until 2
and go up depending on the price of a.m. on Fridays. On the first two
the beads used.
Fridays in December, Scrappin'
KristtenStrum.ownerofScrappin' will be hosting "Pajama Parties,"
on Main, also said that her shop where crafters can work on their
offers materials for students to cre- projects until 4 a.m.
ate inexpensive gifts.
Miranda Bond BGNews
Whether students choose to
"I think it can be a cheaper way make jewelry or reminiscent BEAD IT: The Alexa Bead Studio
for college students to make a nice mementos, a gift made by the located in downtown Bowling Green
gift that in the end can cost a lot hands from the heart may be the allows customers to make their own
less," Strum said.
perfect choice.
necklaces and bracelets.
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Consider $1 deals
while gift shopping
books, storybooks, generic play
dough, games, plastic dinosaurs
and dolls.
■ Snack Time Basket: Choose
Reporter
from tea, instant cappuccino, coffee, hot chocolate and more. Add
a mug and small package of cookWalking up and down the aisles
of a dollar store, students can find ies, and you have something nice
something for almost everyone on for a co-worker or roommate.
Get the idea? Use these ideas
their holiday shopping list.
as inspiration to create your own
Dollar stores have become a
personalized gift baskets.
gift-giving miracle for those on a
But don't forget the most importight budget because you can usutant part: the basket! Most dollar
ally find the same type of items
stores have them, but consider
you would normally give someputting your gift together in a
one, but at a much lower price.
toolbox, mixing bowl, or gift bag
Often, you might be surprised
— any type of container that
what you can find in a dollar
might go along with your theme.
store. So if you have a gift idea for
Other ideas for inexpensive gifts
someone, check the dollar store
include buying a picture frame to
first. The worst they can do is not
personalize, and giving it to the
have you what you want, or you
person with one of your favorite
might just find something else
photographs in it. Most
entirely while you're
dollar stores also sell
there.
"Spending scrapbooks or photo
One of the easiest
gifts to find at a dollar
more money albums. Decorate
gift with stickers,
store are items to make
on someone the
markers, stationary, or
gift baskets.
glitter to personalize
Emily Lum, a
doesn't
picture frame or
junior at Wayne State
mean you the
scrapbook.
University in Detroit,
Rachel Mielke,
Mich., recommends
like them
a junior at the
choosing a theme for
more"
University, said she
a gift basket. Make a
often makes gifts for
list of items to go along
friends and family from items she
with the theme, Lum said.
picks up at the dollar store.
Take the list to the dollar store
"Many times when you write a
and see how many of the items
poem and frame it, or frame a picthe store sells.
Here are some of Lum's (and my ture for someone, that means so
much more to them because it's
own) tried-and-true gift basket
from the heart," Mielke said.
theme ideas:
Mielke added that many people
■ The Instant Tool K ii: Check
are so caught up in the whole idea
out the utilities aisle for things
of gift giving that they lose sight
like screwdrivers, wrenches, a
of what Christmas is all about. It's
pocketknife, hammer, and tape
not just about getting and giving
measure. Throw in a flashlight
presents, but about spending time
with some extra batteries to create with
the people you care about
an instant toolbox for the aspirthe most, she said.
ing do-it-yourselfer.
"It's always been said, 'it's the
■ Bath in a Basket: Include
thought that counts," Mielke said.
things like body lotion, body wash
Lum agrees with Mielke, that
or bubble bath, loofah sponge,
there's a certain misconception
hand towels, shampoo and conamong people about what K actuditioner.
ally means to give someone a gift.
■ Makeover in a Basket:
"It's natural to spend more
Package some lip gloss or lipstick,
money on close friends and family
with nail polish, eye shadow,
members," Lum said, but added
blush and glitter. Voila! Instant
that spending more money on
makeover!
someone doesn't mean you like
■ Toy Box in a Basket: Make lit- them more than you like
tle boys and girls happy by stocksomeone else.
ing up in the toy aisle. Find things
D0U.AH,PAGE 4
like puzzles, crayons and coloring

SANDY
MEADE

Wedding showers,
bring you dollars!
Buy your ring at Harold Jaffe Jewelers and if it rains
an inch or more on your wedding day, you receive
your ring for free*!

«

HAROLDjAFFE
JEWELERS
4211 Talmadge across from Westfield Franklin Park
419.472.4480
www.haroldjafTe.com
•See store for details.
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Dorm life habits
conflict with family
JIM
LEVASSEUR
Not News Fulitor

It's that lime of year again, which
means gaudy lights and decoralions abound, consumers everywhere rush lo buy the lasl deluxe
special edition items remaining
on the shelf, and those of us who
still believe make a little trip to
Santa's lap. Oh, and for most of
us students, it means a refreshing
three-week visit with our parents
and siblings.
For many freshmen, this will
be the first extended stay at home
since you arrived here in August.
You've probably been home for fall
break and a weekend or two, but
don't expect the same thing here.
Two days at home is a completely
different situation from three
weeks, as most any older student
will tell you.
For starters, all your newfound
college freedoms disappear—if
you had a curfew before, it's probably still in effect. And if you usually don't go to bed until 3 a.m.,
expect conflicts as the rest of your
family is most likely on a regular
sleep schedule.
Don't be surprised if your parents complain that you "sleep all
day" and "never do anything." I

know you're up late doing incredibly practical things like painting
Mona Lisas or debating philosophical points with your friends over
instant messenger, but from your
parents' point of view, you're just a
lazy bum.
And don't wake up at 2 p.m. on
a weekend and expect breakfast
to still be served. Unless you have
a personal cook or something, I
imagine your family makes three
meals (and three meals only) per
day, and if you miss one, you're on
your own. Take advantage of several weeks of home-cooked meals,
but don't get too used to if, before
long, you'll be back to eating delicious dorm food.
But your biggest conflicts will
probably arise over your newfound
sense of independence. After
spending four months living on
your own and doing whatever you
want, it's quite a shock to come
back to your old life and discover
your parents are still very much in
control. Or at least, they think
they are.
To be fair, you're moving back
into their house with their rules
and their habits, and both parties are facing a large, unexpected
adjustment. Instead of complaining, rebelling, or placing the blame
all on your parents, try and see it
PARENTS. PAGE 6
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Homemade gifts show heart, effort
DOLLAR, FROM PAGE 3

exchange among everyone.
Two dollars doesn't sound like
very much, but it's always amazing to see what people come up
with every year. Those $2 gifts
turn out to be some of the best we
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Every year at my family's
Christmas party, we get $2 gifts to
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Unique and fun holiday gifts
for you and your home!

Beautiul fresh arrangements & plants
Silk arrangements & wreaths
Holiday decorations
Wonderfully scented candles
Gift baskets
Unique gift items
and so much more
'SSBStaBS IJinUm ij"" 419-352-6395

get every year. Those gifts range
from things we can use around
the house, to health and beauty
products, to flowered plants.
This just goes to show that
a little bit of money can go a
long way.
The next time you go to a dollar store, take a moment to walk
around making a mental note
of possible ideas. You just might
be surprised at how many ideas
you come up with. I walked away
with over four pages of ideas after
spending a little over an hour at a
Dollar Tree store.
And don't forget, the dollar
store also has holiday decorations, Christmas cards and wrapping essentials. It truly can be a
one-stop shopping place for some
holiday shoppers.
There are three dollar stores
in Bowling Green: Dollar
General. Dollar Tree and Family
Dollar. Holiday shoppers might
also find bargains at Wal-Mart
or Big Lots.
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For Mom

Harry for the Holidays'

D
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For Dad

For kids

"Der Messias"

"NOW, Vol. 20"

S

For the urban ear
DANGER BOOM

"The Mouse &The Mask"

I tarry Connick Jr.
Tetemann
Various Anise
DvgRrDoon
If you have any respect for hip hop.
What do you gel when you mix Frank For dads who prefer classical music If you want to make any young
Sinatra's jazz and Christmas music? there's certainly a wide selection of sibling happy at any given moment, rap or "Adult Swim," then you need to
the "NOW" selection is always a pick up DangerDoom's latest album,
You get "Harry For the Holidays," by, recordings to choose from
But there are more Christmas gift great place to look. This being the "The Mouse and The Mask."
you guessed it, Harry Connick Jr.
With an all-star cast of MF Doom,
The actor/musician has been options than old standby collections, "NOW, Vol. 20" edition, it delivers
songs that popular radio has been Danger Mouse, Ghostface Killah, Ceeworking hard, releasing 18 albums, like Handel's Halleluia
Instead, there's Georg Philipp playing these last couple of months. \D and I alii i Kwcli, this album bumps,
with "Harry for the Holidays," being
Telemann's Der Messias — an emo- This is an full-length album, fea- grinds and blasts its way through any
his second holiday album.
Connick's voice never sounded as tional concerti that glorifies Jesus turing 20 songs that can appeal to underground hip hop fan's speakers.
And don't forget the appearances of
good, cranking out 12 well-known Christ with strings, flute, bassoon, anyone at any age.
"NOW, Vol. 20" delivers: rock, pop, Aqua Teen Hunger Force's most famed
Christmas classics as well as four oboe, organ and voice
It has a very old-world sound, which R&B, hip hop and country. Where characters: Meatwad and Master
originals on this piece of work.
Thealbumbeginswithaswinging is fitting for a composer who lived in else can you find this variety on Shake bust a rhyme or two in their
one CD without having to go to cameo performances.
rendition of "Frosty the Snowman," the late 1600s to mid-1700s.
Key tracks include "Benzi Box."
But the range of emotions it con- your computer to download?
presenting a sound that is unlike
"NOW" starts out with Missy which features Gee-La The beat alone
other Connick work, with scream- veys is no less powerful today.
Despite a fairly small ensemble, Elliott's, "Lose Control," with the is enough to keep you listening to the
ing horns and a fast-paced vocal
delivery. "The Christmas Waltz," isa Telemann moves listeners however weird dance beat, and goes into track over and over.
jazzy song that fits perfectly into the he wants — from light, joyful string
KIDS. PAGE 8
URBAN,PAGE 7
snowy conditions that's familiar to melodies to dramatic, glorious tenor
the Christmas tradition, again with singing to mournful oboe solos that
cut through the soul
the complimentary horn section.
The composition was written to
"Silver Bells," a traditional classic,
gets an unexpected twist, with the put words from 18th century poet
screeching horns and the upbeat Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock to music
MOM,PAGE 7

DAD, PAGE 7

For rock junkies

"O.C.Mix5"
Various Artists

It's rock. It's high school drama.
It's SoCal flavor. It's what you
would expect "The O.C.'s" latest
CD to sound exactly like.
Throughout the CD, you can just
hear the "he said, she said" scenario unfolding when listening to
the latest sound track from one of
TV's hottest dramas this year.
With bands like Kasabian,
(,111 ill,1/ and Of Montreal, Music
From The O.C. Mix 5 successfully
displays the look, sound and feel of
California's favorite bratty teens.
The CD features a remake of
the song that put Phantom Planet
into the living rooms of millions
of viewers: "California 2005" is an
ROCK, PAGE 7
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Steve & Barry's has 47,000 square
feet of licensed college sportswear
(150 schools), plus jeans, T-shirts,
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Parents present
holiday obstacle
PARENTS,FROM PAGE 4

from their perspective.
Although you may feel as if
you've changed (maybe drastically) in your first semester, to
them you're still the same helpless freshman they dropped off
four months ago. It will take time
— and a bit of work — for both of
you to adjust to one another.
I found that when I stubbornly
tried to retain my independence,
problems occurred. It was hard to
go from doing everything myself
to letting other people help me
out (and helping others out),
but once 1 settled into a mentality that didn't center on myself,
things became a lot smoother.
So instead of leaving your
dishes lying around, take them
up to the sink or take out the
garbage, or offer to help cook or
clean. Maybe you already do this
because you're the "perfect child"
my mom has been in search offer
19 years. If so, I commend you;
just don't visit my family, ever.

And keep in mind the one
stickler that seems to be every
parents' pet peeve: leaving junk
lying around the house. If you're
anything like me, you'll arrive
home with way too much stuff,
and instead of putting it away,
you leave it sitting in a heap for
weeks.
This will inevitably invoke the
"And you leave your crap lying all
over the house!" line, which can
be freely tossed into any shouting match by your mom or dad,
to be used as additional evidence
in an already huge mountain of
wrongs you've committed. The
last thing you want to do is give
them more ammo against you, so
try to unpack right away.
I leave you with one last piece
of advice: Unless your mom and
dad are crazy, your bathrooms
at home won't be cleaned more
than once a week or so (certainly
not every day, like in the dorms).
So try to keep the bathroom
clean or you'll, uh, regret it.
Oh yeah, and Happy Holidays!

Are You Ready for

Christmas?.
Check out time gift ittem...

■v Lance Watch from Nike
Oakley Sunglasses and Clothing
•V Helmets, Gloves, Knit Caps
t* Tour de France DVD's
X Tail lights ana Headlights
*r Trek 1000 Road Bikes
9
Qamm * 2006 Bikes are Here!
M
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Toledo area offers
seasonal activities
Local events offer
better alternative to
hibernating this winter
By Jessica Zamatripa
REPORTER

Being stuck in the Bowling Green
area over winter break doesn't
have to be dull and boring. There
are enough activities to do and
things to see to keep you busy for
at least a few days.
Quite possibly one of the most
popular things to do in the area
during the holiday season is visiting the Lights Before Christmas at
the Toledo Zoo.
This is the 20th year for the festival of lights, which runs through
December 31.
According to the Toledo Zoo
Web page, more than one million
lights make up more than 200
images of animals.
Bonuses for those who decide
to check out the Lights Before
Christmas on Thursdays are the
ice carving demonstrations and
live jazz performances, which
are held every Thursday in
December.
For those who don't want to
brave northwest Ohio's cold
December weather, there's plenty
to do inside.
This year, the Toledo Repertoire
Theatre is presenting the
Christmas classic, "A Christmas
Carol," at the Stranahan Theatre
in Toledo.
"A Christmas Carol" presents
the timeless story of Ebenezer

Scrooge. Throughout the story,
events like ghostly visits and
seeing Tiny Tim with his family,
teach Scrooge that money isn't
all that's important, but love and
family are.
The play will run for three days,
December 16,17 and 18.
Winter break could also be an
excellent time to check out the
Toledo Museum of Art.
The bonus here is that the
museum has free admission, with
the exception of some special
exhibits.
The museum is featuring many
exhibits, which run through
December 31. Their Annual Fall
Art Exhibition features national
artists, as well as regional and
local artists. Photographs of
Marilyn Monroe will be featured
in the "I Wanna be Loved by You"
exhibit.
Sports enthusiasts will also
have plenty to do over winter break. The Toledo Storm,
Toledo's AA hockey team, is playing three home games during
winter break.
The Storm is in the Northern
Division of the National
Conference, which means the
team plays teams from places like
West Virginia, Illinois and Ohio.
Sports teams at the University
will also be busy over winter
break.
The men's basketball and hockey teams will each be playing one
home game over break.
HIBERNATION, PAGE 8
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calendar of events
Lights before Christmas
Tickets are $6 tor children under
12, $9 for adults and $7 for seniors.
Children under 2 are free.
Monday through Thursday 5-8 p.m.
Friday through Sunday 5-9 p.m.
A Christmas Carol
Tickets range from $8.50-$23.50
December 16 at 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.,
and December 17 at 8 p.m.
Toledo Museum of Art
Admission is free. Special exhibitions or
events may require purchased tickets.
Open Tuesday through Thursday from
10 a.m.-4 p.m., Friday 10 am -10 p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m. and Sunday
11 a.m.-5 p.m. Closed Mondays,
Christmas Day and New Year's Day.
For more info call: 419-255-8000
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Jay-Mar Apt*. Quiet housing.
Remodeled, laundry faofches in
budding. A/C. Gas heat.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

The Highland*- Graduate
housing. One bedroom. Laundry
facilities in building, A/C, Quiet!

419-354-6036

The Homestead - Graduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C. on site
laundry, ceramic tile, soundproof
construction, dish-washers, skylights.
vaulted ceilings.

WWW BGHIGHLANDMGMT.COM
HIGHLAND«WCNET.ORG

Additional SHe to Choose from:
Summit Hill, Liberty Street

130 E. Washington Si. Bowling Green
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Toledo Storm
Tickets range from $11.50-$16
December 27. vs. Trenton Wans
at 7 p.m.

December 31 vs. Dayton Bombers

at 6 M

January 6 vs. Wheeling Nailers
at 7:35 p.m.
B6SU Sports
Men's Basketball: December 29
vs. Notre Dame at 7 p.m.
Hockey: January 3 vs. Colgate
at 7:05 p.m.

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE
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A Muppet Family Christmas

"A Muppet Family Christmas"
combines the talents of "Sesame
Street," "The Muppet Show" and
"l-'raggle Rock" to make one heartwarming Christmas movie.
This movie tells the story
of Fozzie Bear and his friends
spending the holiday season at
his mother's farmhouse, to the
surprise of Fozzie's mother, who
is going on vacation, and "Doc"
Christian and his dog Sprocket,
who have rented out Fozzie's
mother's place for the season.
Things turn from confusing to
chaotic as different Muppet families come to join in on the holiday fun.
The movie is pretty standard
when dealing with Christmas stones. Families come together to
share in the holiday memories
and traditions. There are a bunch
of good tidings being passed
around from one Muppet to
another. This movie really shows
how different groups, though be
they Muppets, can come together
to create holiday spirit.
Kermit and his nephew Robin
fi nd t he Fraggles in their cave and
are introduced to their holiday

traditions, which was the Fraggles
passing around a shiny rock to
someone special to them. Later
the Fraggles come up from their
cave to experience Kermit and his
friends' Christmas traditions.
Even the Swedish cook is given
some holiday spirit from someone
unsuspected. Big Bird makes the
Swedish cook a gift of chocolate
covered birdseed, even after the
cook wants to make Big Bird into
a big feast. Big Bird just wanted to
make the Swedish cook feel more
at home since he is so far away
from his family.
The only real conflict is the
big snowstorm building outside
and Ms. Piggy is out there traveling in it. Will Ms. Piggy make it
to Christmas Eve to be with her
"Kermie" and friends? I won't ruin
the ending, so let's just say thank
goodness this is a Christmas
movie full of Muppets.
All these things make for one
awesome Christmas movie.
What could be better than what
I've just told you, you may wonder, lim Henson makes a guest
MUPPET, PAGE 8
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Dangerdoom
CD for rap fans

O.C. sounds
rock as gifts

Classical holiday
music for Dad

URBAN, FROM PAGE S

ROCK, FROM PAGE 5

DAD, FROM PAGE 5

Another great track on the CD
is "Mince Meat" Again, the beat
provides the listener with enough
bump and the lyrics that seem to
never stop as they take twists and
turns that dish out the most fantastic raps.
One of the biggest treats on the
entire album is "A.T.H.E" where we
are delightfully treated with raps
from Aqua Teen Hunger Force
characters. DangerDoom both
provide their own rhymes about
Carl, Fryiock. Master Shake and all
your other favorites.
The CD is by no means centered
entirely around "Adult Swim" characters. Though some tracks feature
these guys, the majority of the CD
is the DangerDoom duo featuring
other rap moguls. The end product
is pure music to your ears.
—less Wagner

acoustic-csque version of their
2003 release, "California."
The remake sounds as if the
band has taken some downers
and chilled out their music to
satisfy the beach bums in the
O.C. and is the only track on
the CD that does not do justice to the already stellar track
list. Phantom Planet should
have stuck with their original
version, a much more upbeat
rock song.
With a roller coaster of
upbeat, hyper tracks balanced
with songs made for nap time.
Music from the O.C. Mix 5 provides its listeners with some earplay satisfaction and promises
to satisfy even the show's biggest critics.
Tracks like "Daft Punk is
Playing at my House" by LCD
Soundsystem, "Na Na Na Na
Naah" by Kaiser Chiefs and
"Hide and Seek" by Imogen
Heap make the CD what it is.
It seems as if something is
finally going right in the O.C.
— less Wagner

Ihc first six tracks' lyrics glorify the
coming of the Messiah and ask that
the poem be worthy praise to God
while the next five concentrate more
on lesus' Passion.
In most of part two, a soprano and
an alto take on the roles of Miriam and
Deborah, two women who followed
lesus as he carried the cross.
The two trade off in mekxlic con
versation about lesus' suffering — a
dynamic and entertaining technique.
Vocals are all beautifully sung in
German, with luiglish translations in
the CD's insert for dads who want to
follow along.
The recording by German ensem
ble Telemannischen Collegium
Michaelstein also includes three
sonatas that Telcmami wrote, add
ing roughly 24 minutes to the nearly
hour-long album.
Der Massias does not have the
grand sound of HaiukTs Halleluia but it doesn't need to — it provides
a spiritual, moving experience with
a modest number of musical vote
es and a Baroque sound that only
Telemann could compose.
—Dan Myers

Jazzy carols to
give Mom
MOM, FROM PAGE 5

jazz tempo. "Santa Claus Is
Coming to Town," is one of the
best twists of a classic, sounding like a dance number with a
funky melody.
"Nothin' New for New Year,"
has more of a country twang,
separating it from the rest of the
jazzy-sounds.
"Silent Night," was the true surprise of the album, edging more
toward simplicity, giving the old
classic an unfamiliar twist.
"Harry For the Holidays." is one
of the best holiday albums, even
one of Connick's best, giving
Christmas a new twist that only
he can deliver and could stand
the test of time.
—Matt Manning
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After decades,
Muppets still a
holiday favorite
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appearance at ihe end while all
the Muppets break out into song,
as everyone should.
The only thing that I could And
wrong with the movie is that it is
only 42 minutes long — though
if you have a version like mine,
which is taped off the TV from
many moons ago, it's a little longer
with commercials.
Made in 1987, this classic
Christmas movie still hasn't lost
its magic. This movie is for all ages,
especially the youngsters who love
seeing their favorite Muppets on
screen. They're all there: Big Bird,
Kermit, Red Fraggle; even Elmo
makes in appearance before he
made it big in the last '90s. It's
a Christmas movie that everyone
should put on his or her "must-see"
list for this holiday season.
—Tiffany Gorby
Written and Illustrated By lohn Bwkhimer Ir. lohnkb@bgnet bgsu edu

OHIO'S LARGEST SELECTION

OF SORORITY & FRATERNITY PRODUCTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Present your
favorite Rid with
a well-balanced
diet of pop hits
KIDS, FROM PAGE 5

The Black Eyed Peas' "Don't Phunk
With My Heart."
Bow Wow makes an appearance, with his collaboration with
Ciera on "Like You." DHT's cover of
Roxanne's "Listen to Your Heart,"
also made the cut being featured
on radio stations nationwide.
Kelly Clarkson shows no signs
of slowing down from her postAmerican Idol career with her
song "Behind These Hazel Eyes,"
also appearing on the album. The
Backstreet Boys reunion made the
cut with their song, "lust Want You
to Know."
The later part of the album
features more rock-pop with the
likes of Franz Ferdinand, Weezer,
Coldplay and Fall Out Boy.
"NOW, Vol 20" ends with a little
country provided by Keith Urban
and his track, "You'll Think of Me,"
giving the album the variation
needed for a compilation album.
"NOW" has always provided a
great mix of genres and this one is
no different. Whatever your tastes
are, look no further than "NOW,
Vol 20." It's a great album for any
age at any time.
—Matt Manning

Full calendar of
events offered to
area residents
HIBERNATION. FROM PAGE 6

Staying in the Bowling Green
area over winter break doesn't have
to be boring and uneventful; you
just have to know
Get A Lite
where to look to
- Calender of
find fun.
events
The
Lights
PAGEb
Before Christmas,
Toledo Museum of
Art and sporting events are just
a few of the things one can find
to do.
To find more things to do, check
out www.dotoledo.org for a searchable calendarof events. Many of the
events listed are scattered throughout northwest Ohio, but some are
in lower Michigan.

